
July 30, 2010 

Russell G. Leavitt 
Office of the General Counsel 

United States Department of Defense 
1600 Defense Pentagon, Room 3B688 

Washington, DC 20301-1600 

VIA E-mail  
Jameel Jaffer 
ACLU Foundation 
Legal Department 
125 Broad Street 
18th  Floor 
New York, NY 10004-24000 

Re: 	American Civil Liberties Union v. Department of Defense, et al., No. 1:08-cv-01003-RJL 

Dear Mr. Jaffer, 

Attached, please find 114 pages of documents referred to the Department of Defense by 
the Department of Justice, in connection with the above-referenced Freedom of Information Act 
litigation. These documents have been reviewed by both the Department of Defense and the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation. The redacted portions are withheld to protect classified 
information, sensitive internal DoD rules and practices, information related to criminal 
investigations, and personally identifying information. The relevant FOIA exemptions are found 
at 5 U.S.C., §§ 552(b)(1), (b)(2), (b)(3), (b)(6), and (b)(7)(c). Because this matter is already in 
litigation, your appeal rights are considered moot. 

Sincerely, 

Russell G. Leavitt 
Associate Deputy General Counsel (Legal Counsel) 
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To Be 
Determined 

Special Agen 	was interviewed by the Office of theinspector General on 1 
10/13/2005. S was interviewed by Office of the Inspector General Interview Notes 10/13/05 at 

I 	 and' 	 jvia secure STUIII phone. 	 I  
Interview 1 at 

' To Be 
Determined 

S 	 was at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba froth 08/11/2003 to 
09/26/2003 	 stated that the Federal Bureau of Investigation sent out tervtew, 	ones 
"communications" looking for volunteers to .o to U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, I 
Cuba and 	said he volunteered: 	said be recalls that he was the Interview 1 at 00:03:00: 
only agent from his division that put in a request to go to U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo 
Bay, Cuba. -:Iso mentioned that his•SAC had concerns about sending= 

because is was 	oC2 polygraph examiners, but because' 	was the 
onl 	volunteer the SAC a. proved his r- nest. 

To Be 
Determined 

SA 	said he did not do 	lygraph work down at U.S. Naval Base 
Guantanamo 	ay, Cuba 	said the polygra 4 was mainly handled by folks Intervtew Notes 10/13/05, 
from the Department ofDe ense 	o ygraph Institute. 	said that there was 
some Federal  Bureau of Investigation polygraph examiners, 	ut t at was not the norm.  

said he did not recall the name of his first OSC at U.S. Naval Base 

' 
Interview 1 at 00:04:06 

I 	 I To Be 
Determined Guantanamo Bay Cuba, but towards the end of August 2003 or the beginning of Interview Notes 10/13/05, 

September 2003, 	 I was the OSC at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo 
17 Bay, Cuba. , 	 . interview i at uo:u4 
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The sixth document provided by b ( ) 	o USC 30b b) 6 entitled "Summary ofReceat 
Intgroptions:" is just the attachment to the May 23, 2003 MFR, again prepared by LT 	° ' ° 

( ) 3) 	0 	SC 	3 b 	b 6) 

Mon 
04/25/2005 

The seventh document .urovided.by (b  3) 	
0 U c 30b b (6 is the Movement Plan for ISN 760 

b)( ) s c 	4c 	) 3) 	0 	SC read this plan before and after . she spoke to 	. 
Mohamedou Ould Slahi about this incident. The eighth document is just another copy of the 
movement plan. 	 • . 

Mon 	' 
04/25/2005 

The ninth document provided by b  ( ) 	o use 	0b ( ) 6) is hi 	Timelinefoi(b)( 	) 	sec 	4c the 
b ( ) sec 	4c,  

Mon 
04/25/2005 

The tenth document provided by b ( ) 	0 USC 	Ob ( ) 5).14 a. memo entitled, (b)( ) sec 	4c 
(b)( 	) 	sec 	4c 	. This memo just briefly describes the efforts to coordinate the 
movement of 760 with the U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Ba 	Cuba Port/Harbor Patrol. 

Mon 	• 
04/25/2005 

The eleventh document provided by 	3 	0 u c 3 b b ( (is entitled, b)( ) sec 	4c 
Personnel Assisminent. This memo sets out who will be doing what during b)( ) sec 	4c 
b 3) 	0 use 	30b ( ) 61 'believes that the "Corpsman" positions listed for both the b  ( ) " 	'and the 

(b ( ) 	 ec 	4crepresent the medical personnel assi)+,ned to those boats.  
' The twelfth document b  ( ) 0 USC Ob ( ) 6) provided is a copy of an e-mail' from Steve ROdrigitez 
to General Geoffrey D.,Mil ler regarding the availability of one of the boats for the movement of 
760. 

Mon 
04/25/2005 

Mon 
04/25/2005 

The thirteenth and last document b)  3) 	0 USC 3 b b ( (provided at this Meeting is a memo of the 
reasons Why•the Special.Projects Team believes 760 should remain in' isolation. 

believes that this document was written within the last couple of weeks. 
Mon 
04/25/2005 

b ( ) 	0 USC 	Ob ( ) 6  advised that the letter shown to Mohamedou ()old Slahi regarding his 
mother was approximately 4' paragraphs, with a Washington, DC address at the top. She said that 
it looked like a normal MFR. The first paragraph mentioned Mohemedou Ould Slahi's mother's 
name, the second paragraph described the allegations against her, and the third and fourth 
paragraphs dealt with the arrest, detention, and eventual transportation to U.S. Naval Base 
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba of Mohamedou Ould Slahi's mother. 
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Case: FBI in I'vlilitary Zones 
Created: 2/24/2009 11:54:23 AM 

pate St Time Faet,Tes. 	.. 	 ' Soiirce(0 
09/77/2002 	 

• 

[entered into the Federal Bureau of Investigation in 'September. 2002. He was 
processed out of the Tampa Office and was assigned to Seattle. Prior to that he was ann Interview I 

00:50 - 01:50 I 

I Fri 08/01/2003 - 
Thu 10/30/2003• 

L 	said that he reported to 	 in U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo 
Interview 1 I  4:55 •Bay, Cuba, bht.only for pie law fRw day. that Iwas in U.S. Naval Base 
- 8:30 Guantanamo Bay, Cuba' 	 reported to other SSA's during his tour,' 

(recalled reporting to a "silver haired" SSA from FLI 	 I said that there - wasn't 
necessarily a SSA that he reported to, rather it was a group of SSA's that were there. 

Isaid.that if something needed. supervisor attention he would have referred to the , S ik 	o .n 
Flonda. 	- 	 ' 	- 	- 	• 

Fri-08/01/2003 - 
Thu 10/30/2003 

'said that he was paired up with an Naval Criminal Investigative Service 
investigators 	 for a while. Interview 1 7:50 

- 8;05 
Fri 08/01/2003 - 
Thu 10/30/2003 

[said there were friday meetings that were attended by all Federal Bureau of 
Investigation people including CIS and Criminal Investigative Division - Federal Bureau of 
Investigation p_eople 

Interview 1 8:30 
- 8:50 

Fri 08/01/2003 : 

Thu 10/30/2003 
'said was assigned to U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba from 8/01/2003 

through 10/30/2003. Interview 1.1:55 
- 2;25 

Fri 08/01/2003 - 
Thu 10/30/2003 

said that he understood his role in U.S, Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba was  
to conduct interviews. Interview I 

1 1 : 2 0 

b6 Pe'r FS/ 
ip'7C 

bn Pex FBI 
b7C 

b6 Per FBI 
b7C 
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Date Si time Fact Te.)it Shirrce(4 	• 
To Be 
Determined 

dvised that theBehavioral Analysis Unit normally consults on the 
Pes 'tar estw ere normal interview techniques have failed and/or the defendant is 

especially recalcitrant. The Behavioral Analysis Unit's challenge at U.S. Naval Base 
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba was to see how these same strategies could apply to the 

Interview Notes 
02/14/05 

interrogation of terrorists. 	 !advised that the Behavioral Analysis Unit's 
biggest challenge by far was overcoming the difference in cultures between American 
criminals and the alleged terrorists being held at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

To Be 
'Determined 

• 

Kelt that allowing tacit Federal Bureau of Investigation approval of 
military interrogation plans that contain certain interrogation techniques mi ht be construed utterview -Notes 

. 02114/05 as participating-in some sortof conspiracy to violate the-tortums-tatute. 	 i 
felt that Federal Bureau of Investigation Agents were at U.S. Naval.Base 	uan anamo 	ay, 
Cuba as federal law enforcement officers, but that by assisting the military with their 
interrogations the Agents were 	ut in a 	osition that potentially compromised their status as 
federal investiiators. 	 asked the question, "how can we sit here and let 
them do things that we 	ieve are wrong " That ' 	 wrote his "legal 
analysis °i document included in the 05/30/05 EC. 	 elt it was imperative 
that the Agents in the field get immediate guidance 	oat t e 	e er 	ureau of Investigation. 
or DOI about how the kerns were supposed to deal with these issues, 

To Be 
Determined 

advised that if he was observing or consulting on an interview in the 
Unite. Si 	:: 	i 	one, 	the inte ogations tactics Called for in the military's plan for aterview Imes 

02/19/05 @37:90 det nine 	 he would immediately stop the interview and 
certainly preven t e in. WI. ua 	con.ucting it from doing anythirt• be thou ,  t was itle 	. 

V, Per FBI 
b7C 
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bb Per FBI 
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. 

proCeeding. Thereforei 	 was curious as to why the 'Federal Bureau of 
Investigation was at U.S. Naval.Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba wasting their time supposedly 
following leads from the United States when any information that would be collected would 
not be admissible in U.S. courts because the detainees.had been exposed to coercive 
interrogatiomtechniques. I 	 felt that using information supplied by U.S. 
Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba detainees could endrup actually destroying a criminal 
prosecution because the information would most likely be considered "fruit of the poisonous 
tree." 

To Be 
,Determined 

. 

advised that it was very unclear to. him under what legal conditions ' 
Federa1.13ureau ofinvesiigation Agents were working while at U.S. Naval'Base 
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. Bending somebody's thumbs back and squeezing somebody's 
genitals certainly would be illegal conduct for an interrogator in the United States, but U.S. 
laws did not seem to apply at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba with regard -to the 

TmerviewNotes 
02/•.4/05 	, 

detainees.[ 	 asked Federal Bureau of Investigation headquarters for 
guidance on what Agents were supposed to do when confronted with the use of aggressive 
and sometimes abusive interrogation teclunques, but before anything Could be decided 

I 	 had left the island. 	 • 
ToBe ' 
Determined 

Wheni 	 'first complained to his supervisor•regarding the military's use of I 
aggressive intthogationtechniques, his'superViSors.responded by asking him basically why 
he couldn't get along with the military folks. They wondered why lie was Ggining with the 

Intervieiv Notes 
02/14/05 

military over interrogation techniques. It was.ahnost like 	 upervisors  
thought his concerns were more of a personality conflict than anything else. Ttis was one 
of the reasons why l 	 wrote his legal analysis  MIRO. I 	 I 
wanted•to make it clear that his objections were not based upon a personality conflict at all; 
it was a. legal conflict.  

9?/?7/2002 I 	 (advised that prior to leaving for U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, 
Cuba, he attended a one or two week orientation session, at'Ft. Belvoir that was put on by 
the military to help familiarize Agents with how things were set 'up and worked at U.S. 
Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. The military also provided instruction ori the Muslim 
faith and the mindset of a terrorist, 

Interview Notes 
02/14/05 

, 77/7?/2002  }advised That 2 or '3 other 2 ap,ent groups.from the Behavioral Analysis 

b6 Psi* 'Fal 
13'7C 

be Per FBI 
b7C 

b6 Per FBI 
b7C 
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b7 C 

Unit preceded his trip to U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. I 	I Interview Notes 
02/14/05 believes that The first group may have beer 	laud' 	 and toe outer 

group was/ 	 land 	 I There may have been a thud group, 
but! 	 /was not sure. 

??/??/2002 
1 	 [foes not recall 	ort 	 ever mentioning anything  
about the use or aggressive interrogation techniques or any mistreatment of the detainees at 
U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, 

Interview Notes 
09 	4 	' 

7?/7?/2002 
• 

L.... 	ihad heard from 	 tae-mail, whe 
was at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo 	ayErTtTEITTant military was doing some pretty Interview 	otes 

02/14/05 

• 

extreme thin s to lalso heard this from 
arnr jat U.S. Naval Base Guantariamo•Bay, 

Cuba 
??/??/2002 

' 

ladvised that the vast majority of Federal Bureau of Investigation Agents 
- who were assigned to U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba were youhg inexperienced 
' Agents. That was one of the main reasons why the Behavioral Anal sis Unit was called in 

Interview Notes 
02/14/05 

'- 

to assist at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 	 estimated that the 
majority of Federal Bureau of Investigation Agents serving at 	. , Nava Base Guantanamo 
Bay, Cuba had about 3 or 4 years experience. These Agents were then teamed up with 
-Agents from the Naval Criminal Investigative Service . and other government agencies, who 
also seemed to beyounger and less experienced Agents. 

??/77/2002 

I 

]advised that the military thought that the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation's rapport.based approach to interrogations was ridiculous and that the 
detainees were not going (O. tell..the Federat Bureau of Investigation anything using those 
Methods. The military thought that you ne 	" la 	1 and ball' with theidetainees in 

Interview Notes 
02/0105 

. 	• order to get any information out of them. 	 believes that it was within this 
context that the idea arose of designating JO detainees that t to Federal Bureau.of 
Investigation alone could concentrate on and interrogate in their own way. The military 
would stay away from those 10 detainees and basically be responsible for interrogating the 
rest of the detainees at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.  

1 	 advised that'the Federal Bureau of Investigation's Supervisor at U.S.  ??/??/2002 
• Naval Base CuantatiamoRay; Cuba at the time,[ 	 'told InterviewNotes 

• 
b6 Per FBI 
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	was opposed to these•techniques in two ways. The first was that if son
I
teone 

 

thinks they are drowning then they are in fear of their life and that is prohibited by the 
torture statute. The other issue was that the detainees would also learn over time that they 
could survive these techniques, and that they could withstand them. I 	 Ifelt 
that once the detainees figured this out then they would be more emboldened to resist rather 
than coo erate.  
Atte 	 d 	left the yep rally" meetin•the - were u•set 
about e act at e military' was going to employ these tactics or 

so they complained to their bosses, who in turn complaine 
in turn called down to U.S. Naval Base Cxuantanamo Bay, Cuba. The issue went 	and 

forth for awhile until at some poind 	 came back into the 
reau of Investigation's control. 
who.  was an A ent on the Pentboinb ca' • of to interview 
n the brig. 	 as exhibiting signs of 

a ucinations, didn't know what day it was or what time of da it was. He was totally 
disoriented due to his mot:mired isolation. 	 land his team recommended 
that. 	et a full mental and physical evaluation before any 
additional inter* . ions r 	enc for reasons of eliabilit as well as for the physical 
health o 	 earned later that a few days 

7.7/7?/2002 

to do tol 
plan. During the meeting they talked about things like stripping 

ltban any lad of rneetthr regarding an interrogation 

f  i.r]mked and shaving all of the hair off of his body and hr .] in in the dogs and 
baying em bark and growl at him, It became-apparent to  hat the 
military was coinnnitted to employing U.S. Army Surviye..Bscaue„.. Resistance and Evasion 
techniques on detainee) 	 ll 	advised that 
U.S. Army Survive, Escape. Resistance and Evasion techniques are the way the military 
trains people to resist torture including techniques such as holding a towel over someone's 
mouth and pouring water over it. This makes you feel like you are drowning but apparently 
you're not. However, it puts you in fear of drowning. What these•techniques are designed 
to do is to get someone to realize that they are not.going to drown, and that When the survive 
the incident they become more confident that they can withstand it in the future. 

7-1 

02/14/05 
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recalls that this interrogation occurred during Ramadan and that he was 
Muslim. was touched by a woman who was not his wife he would be 

also aware that if a 	, 
considered unclean, 

would use 
detnine 

02/14/05 
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____,.......,i 

and could not pray. 	 had heard that:the Army interrogators 
perfuiried "Victoria 	ecret 	o ion so as to make it obvious to the other 

'particular detainee had beep touched by a woman, I 	 I describ 
as stocky black female, approximately 5'-8" to 5'-r tall, kind of heavy set. At t the time 
observed her she was wearing a military camouflage uniform, butt 	 could 
not determine in which branch of the military she served.  

ares present when reports on the progress of the interrogation of 
General Geoffrey 

were applying 
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witnessed these 
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ere presented, including meetings with InterviewNotes 
02/14/05 D. Miller and video teleconferences. The military reported that they 

techniques or 	 pike the use of dogs, stress 
lights and loud music. However 	 never personally 
incidents. 

7?/77/2002 Aftet witnessing the incident involving 	and the unknown detainee, both 
and 	 I told their immediate Supervisor at U.S. Naval Base 

Task Force 
if reporting this 

was tOinething that 

Interview Notes 
02/14/05 

. 

the impression that  

Guantanamo Bay, Cuba,' 	 and the Criminal Investigative 
Supervisor as well. 	 and 	 !Wondered 
incident further was something that they could put in an &nail or if it 
should be reported during a.STU phone eonversation. I 	 'thinks that 
eventually they lust made a call using the STU phones. Ailed 	 and 

I reported this activity they were told that if they saw anything else similar 

Miller about these 
Investigation 

"sound the 

to this they should certainly report it. However,' 	 Mot 
his bosses definitely did not want him to run to General Geoffrey D. 
types of•issues. There was discussion amongst the Federal Bureau of 
personnel at U,S, Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba whether they should, 
alarm" or should they continue to sort of "investigate" these situations. 

7?/77/2002 !felt that the United States Army. interrogators were being encouraged 
An example 

where the interrogators 
from their superior officers to engage in aggressive interrogation techniques. interview Notes 

02/14/05 of this would be the "pep rally" meeting conducted by 
were encouraged to get as close to the torture stature line as possible  
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b6 Per FBI 
b7C 

to get General Geoffrey D. Miter to understand for the past 25 years or so the Behavioral 
Analysis Unit had been getting important and reliable information from individuals who did 
not want. to provide the information under much more stringent guidelines than were in 
place at CI,S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. General Geoffrey D. Miller's response to 
the Federal. eureau of Investigation's.entire presentation was somethin . to the effect of 

. 'thank you gentlemen, but my boys know what they're.doing.'" 	 dvised 
that the General often spoke in similar sorts of military or management type t toms. 

.1.2/r12002 

- 

Within a day of witnessing the incident involving 	 and L 
I 	 contacted their *Vide in Virginia and Made their bosses there aware of Interview Notes 

02/14/05 what happened. 	 lets* 
'brought up this issue durinst their meeting with General Geoffrey D. Mailer, which occurred 
ust a few da s .rior to 	 eavin ,  the island. 

O•77/2003 - 
Fri 05/30/2003' 

advise. i tat 	0 an. 	 be•an writing the BC dated 
05/30/03 sometime in January 2003. He and 	 orked on this EC for Interview Notes  

02/14/05 ®32:35 - 
35:00 

months. I 	 described some of the portions of th is BC as "controversial." 
On 	 would send drafts of this EC up the chain of 

command and they wOtird-5-Teliii- Ea7down with sometimes substantive changes and 
sometimes just structural changes, 	 thought the controversy centered 
around the fact that the Federal Bureau of investigation were guests -of the'ruilitary at -U.S. 
Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba and that this EC was actually telling the military that 
they shouldn't be doing what they were doing because: their tactics were both. ineffective and. 

felt possibly illegal.  
was contacted via e-mail and telephonically by Valerie E. Ca .roni ??/.??/2004 

regardin 	his observations while at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo•ay i  Cuba. Interview. Notes 
02/14105 discussed with Valerie.E. Caproni the details of tie incident with 	 4 

enmity the military's interrogation plan for detaineeL 	 I 
and eventually what happened to him, and the EC that  

'authored. 
7?/?7/7004 1 advised that issue of possible discipline against hint never Caine up in 

conversation between him and Valerie E. Caproni. 	 twas never given any Interview Notes 
02114/05  assurances or promises that he would not be disciplined in connection with the information 

b6 Per FBI 
b7C 

h6 Per FBI 
b7C 

b6 Per FBI 
b7C 



he.  was rovid ih re ardin•the events at II S. Naval Base Guantanamo Ba Cubs. (5 
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All FBI INTOPMATIDO COUTAIMED 
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CaseAlApJFach;P4gmt 	 b6 Per 
Filter: Linhed'To Source(s): I 	 !Interview 1" - 7 of 7911(0.i%) Filtered 	 b7C 

Case: FBI in Military Zones 
Created: 2123/2009 3:36:02 PM 

Date:r3r nme Facf 'Text 	 ISource(sli 
1 .11??11998 - 
0417?12002 

kdvised that he worked primarily counter-terrorism cases, specializing in 
middle-eastern terrorism, for approximately four years prior to his TDY to U.S. Naval Base —Interview i 

(0,01:55 - 5:3$ Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. I 	 Pas working out of the Detroit PC at the time. 
04/7?/2002 r 	 advised that once he arrived at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba he  

was told that Miranda did not apply to the detainees•and no identification would be shown to 
the detainees, 

Interview 1 
®06:48 - 07:45 

Wed 04/10/2002 
- Fri 05124/2002 

• 

• 

I 	 Ildvised that although detainees didmot have Miranda rights at U.S. Naval Basel 1 
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba they were still treated by Federal Bureau of Investigation agents the Interview I 

1(413:1.9 - 43:55 same way theywould treat any oilier normal criminal subject. [ 	 !said that it 
would be standard protocol .for any Federal Bureau of Investigation agent to tepOrt obvious 
si ,  ns'Of .h sic'al abuse of a sub . ect 

Wed 05/22/2002 .. oes not have a specific recollection of his interview with 
Ion this date. lie vaguely recalls this interview. I 	 + eal a n erview 

@10:42 - 11:45 that 	 ' 	 beginning of the interview that 
he was beaten sometime prior to the interview. 	 further recalls that they assured 

that he would not be physically abused at any time 
during the interview and had nothing to fear from the interviewers. Also, I 	 lloes 
not recall that the detainee had any visible physical Nudes like cuts or bruises or broken 
bones, and if he had appeared to be physically abused 	 would have reported it to 
his supervisor at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba and' documented it in writing. 

P Wed 05/22/2002 liointed ourr that. hP Aid wit AIR  the interview write-up for this interview. He I 
assumes that it was agent 	 ho drafted this document. Interview I 

(D11:48 - 12!00 

b6 Per FBI 
b7 C 

b6 Per FBI 
b7C 

b6 Per FBI 
b7C 



Wed 05/22/2002 

1  Sun 05/22/2005 

	 !advised thatill 	 had any signs 
physical abuse then be would have written something u.p= 	

a 
.317.1—$771,,.ime*  that b/c there is no 

documentation that he wrote then! 	 iprobahl y.did not 
have any signs of physical abuse_  

advised that he does not recall that' 	._  
had a cut on the bridgeof his nom 

 

ntervY-77v 
@12:00 11:00 

  

Interview 1 
015:4.5 - 1115;05 
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b6 Per FBI 
b7C 

: [Wt & Time ,. FactTe-Tt 	 ' .,. 	 ..,. Soiiie 	' 
To Be 
Determined 

advised that she attended an interrogation wit 	 . ne time and. 
They 
of 
and 

ng a 

w en t e .etainee came in it was obvious that his head and bear. ta..eeri s aved. 
asked the detainee abOut this a d d' 	id that he was.shaved as some form 

terview 	• 	6:.2.5 - 
158:40 

punislunent. 	 and 	inquired about this withtthi military 
they told them t at 	ey s hav 	him b/c the detainee had lice, and the 	were h 'v 
rob eta with an infestation of lice in the detainee population, and 

were satisfied with the military's explanation regarding the s iaving. 
To Be 
Determined 

advised that she tended to walk around the interrogation trailers and look 
began 
1I 

i 	t n booths. I 	 lidvised that atsome point themilitary Interview 142:04:45 - 
'2:05:00., 	. 	. locking the observation.booth doors so she could•no lohger do this. 

To.Be - 
Determined 

J hard •Of the FreqUent Flyer Program. As she understood it the 
of 	. 

from 

program  
consisted of inovin 	a detainee from cell to cell on a constant basis for some period inter'view 1.@2:17:25 -

2:19:00. time. 	 heard that.this program was designed to control the detainees 
ability to co ect an 	isseminate intelligence, and to try to prevent the detainees 
fotmi : ;..rou i s in the different cell blocks. 

To Be 
Determined 

•rovides her explanation as to how she was treated poorly by the Federal 
Bureau ot Investigation. Interview I (p2:29:55 - 

3:01:00 
To Be 
Determined 

'continues to provide her explanation as to how she was treated poorly by 
7;03:45- the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Interview 	- 

3:08:05 
??/7?/2003- 
71/77/2004  

'advised that in her o."Etion SA 	fdid not work.thd hours that 
less 

I 	 J 
he submitted on his timeshee. 	 IN= 	 ;forked Interview r @25:50 - 

b6 Per FBI 
b70 

b6 Per EBI 
b7C 

b6 Per FBI 
b7C 
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O 

0 
b6 Per FBI 
b7c 

hours than he dai imed on his timesheet.  

I advised that at some point during her tour at U.S. Naval Base 
26:40 

?7/77/2003 - 
77/77/2004 Guantanamo Bay, 

filling out the 1-A 
Bay, Cuba prior to 
offices or Headquarters 

Cuba' 	 lold everyone that were going to start 	. IntervieWr 1 @26:55 - • 
29:00 registers. Thi•was not the practice at U.S. Na/al Base Guantanamo 

this point, people were just e-mailing their time back to their field 
(FBI). 

77/7112003 - 	I I 
77/77/2004 

IdOes not think that 
Bay;Coba. 
Ba Cuba b 

in 	ne 	k 	1 ave while they were `I DY lo •.S.. 	1 	 I Naval Base Guantanamo 
Naval Base Guantanamo 
whole day off. Instead 
her physical them 

didn't take any leave while at U.S. Interview I (31:40 , - 
34:05 c s e 	i a 	ike she had to b/c she never took a 

lied to work around herDr.'s appointments and 
oin met 	, alt sometimes would work [ate into the night, 

sick leave for her stay at the . Cleveland Clinic and for However, 	 did take 
her hospita stay In 	t. 	au erdale, FL. 

77/77/2003 - 
77/77/2004 

advised that at some 
Cuba, an Federal Bureau 

point during her tour at U.S. Naval Base 
Guantanamo Bay, of Investiaatimi 	 1 erview 	..)4:55 - 

1:07:55 

• 

1 
At thebme, some 
Investigation investigation. 

•have been a •iOliation 
Investigation V.S. 
situation property 
the Federal,: 	'.. 

of the lin uists werepossible subjects in an Federal Bureau of 
hunks that' 	 actions could 

	

of Fe er 	ureau o 	vestigation policy, and that Federal Bureau of 
11. . J.: 	; . 	• 	; I : anio Bay, Cubamanagement did not handle this 

doesn't think that this issue was • . • • 	• • • a.....• 
• • 4 	• .1 	•... 	• iange of cont 	Inaddition 

believes tha i 
reported 	 and 

mentioned to 	 ha 	 d 
4ctions to 	e era 	ureati o Investigation 

	

mans enient at U.S. Naval Base 	uan anarno BT Cuba. 	 Was friends with 

	

and was upset that 	 eported this and 	 confronted. 
era OU t US. 

77/77/2003 - 
77/77/2004 

!thinks that the 	 situation shoUld hav•been 
reported to Headquarters 
should have interviewed 

(FBA an • someone rom 	e era 	ureau of Investigation ECI •Interview 1 @1:07:55 -
l :10:45 both) _land 

07/77/2003 . advised that in }lily 2003 she replied to an Federal Bureau of 	- 1 	L_L____ 
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• b6 ?et FBI 
b7C 

Investigation EC soliciting one year agent positions at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, 
Cuba. She was interested in taking this position in order to branch out from her squad 
work at die dme, which was the national security squad, and to take advantage of the 
financial incentive inherent:in the position. 

Interview 1 ®02::05 -
03:10 

10177/2003 I was told by other agents at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba to 
always put down 7:00 am to 7:00 pin on her time sheet. This was the blanket shift no 
matter what, Of course if you went over that you could'add on time, but other than that it 
was a tways.recorded as 12 hours a dry. 

interview I 014:45 -
15:30 

1W7?/2003 1 	 advised that during her first few weeks she did some night interviews 
Interview I ©118:20 - :'with detainees:. She was trying to decide the best ti 	 ct interviews so she 

scheduled some "night missions." During this tinnerf-dali"MI )bserved some 
detainees who were "short shackled" to thelloor with loud muSic 	laying, strobe lights 

1:32:31 & 1:37:13 - 
1:38:55 

flashing, and the rooms seemed to be very cold. 	 dviseci that she 
this on two occasions during the time she wasdoing "night missions." robaezel 

 

advised that the detainees were in a 'fetal" position but not laying on their si. ea. 
Theya 	aced to have their hands and feet shackled to the I bolt in the floor and were bent 
over. 	 believes that these detainees were most likely in pain, and she 
woul 	COOS] er 	us a s ess position. When! feturned to the office she 
commented to other agents abourthiS cdhd'uct arid she.was told that this was normal 
behavior formilitary interrogators.' 	 'does think that she formally reported 
this to her supervisor. 

10/?7/2003 - 
11/77/2003 

was told by supervisors at gmto that she was to use the I2'hour work , 	 1 
day, for six days a week, but this didn't happen until sometime "later." 	 I Interview 1 ©16:05 - 

16:38 & 1.9:05 - 2005 thinks this may have happened sometime around late November 2003 at a regular staff 
meeting at the Federal Bureau.of Investigation offices. Also, this Policy was reiterated 
whenever new would. rotate in for I'D X's. 

10/77/2003 - 
11/77/2003 

. 

lents 

advised that on one occasion she did enter an observation room to 
observe a military interrogation that involved the use of more aggressiveinterrogation 
techniques. She observed the same situation that she had observed earlier, short shackling, 
strobe lirdits, and loud music.  

Interview I 	1:39:25 - 
1:1:40:00 

Tue 	 'arrived oii U,S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba on October 7, 2003 

b6 Per F5I 
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b6 Per EBI 
b7C 

10/07/2003 for her one year term there. Interview 1 (4104:20 -
04:40 

02/75/2009 - 
04/77/2004 

advised that she also observed some aggressive interrogation techniques 
during a trip to an interrogation trailer during the day. One dayl 	 went to Interview 1 (01:40;05 -

1;41:01 
' 

one of the intetrogatiorrtrailersio meet with 3 members of the Gulf States Team, and they 
were in the observation room at the endof the trailer. She could see on the monitors that 
they had 3 different detainees in 3 different interrogations rooms that were short shackled 
to the floor, with strobe lights flashing. The team members admitted tol 
that the detainees had been in the interrogation rooms for a white and that.the room 
tet 	.erasure was lowered and loud music was playing. 

02/77/2004 - 
04/77/2004 	. 

also resorted what she saw in the observation room of the interrogation 1 
trailer t. 	 ftskedlter what action she had taken about Interview 1 (01:42:03 - 

1:43:22 

• 

this inci•en , an. 	 advised tuin that she had already reported it to 
and he is going to 'handle it") 	 'cannot recall i 

as e 	er to write something up on this or not 
02/77/2004 - 
04/77/2004 

i 	 advised that she observed-the 3 detainees short shackled in 3 different 
rooms approximately late morning or early afternoon. 	 advisedthat one Interview 1 @1:43:23 -

1;45:23 detainee was shackled in the squalingfetal position, one was sort of 'to the side" # little„ 
' and One was in a cliall', hiat -shackled-so that he was forced to bend over. The music was 
loud rock music, or heavy metal music. 

06/77/2004 - 
07/77/2004 

I 	 advised that at some 	oint durin 	her TDY at U.S. Naval Base 
-Guantanamo Bay, Cuba she took IA 	 oto an interview .with detainee Interview 1 T.:16:17 . - 

1:25:15 490S 	 anted'to bring 	 on the interview due to her 
spec 	It 	IRTZ= c..- regarding the bom lags in 	rt , Spain 	 dvised 
aha 	 had gone on interviews before, even with 	- 	 hen 

returned from the interview 	 o . her t at 
was very upset b/c she took an analyst into an interview with her an 	.1 

was against 1-ederal Bureau of Investioation- olicyj 	 lariviped that'she had 
never heard of such a policy. 	 also tolti 	 lat this same 

rtiele iipt they could not mod 	t le 	rearms course in order for her to qualify. 
L 	lied requested that she not be required to kneel and lay in the prone, position as is 

IA Per FBI 
b7C 

b6 Per FBI 
b7C 



normally required in the Federal Bureau of investigation's course of fire. 
believes that concessions and mod' mail() 
the States like Asst. Directors 
firearms course of fire bad b 
happens- with some regularity. 
knee a certain way or else it could result in injury. 
perform the regular course of fire and she hurt herse 
	 advised that over Ire next few days  

into an interview,' 
dismissed fr 

at dowo-wi 	  

06M/2004 - 
07/??/2004 Interview 1 @1:25:17 

1:25:45 land 	 
Cuba. SOI3A, after 
she was not happy at U.S. Nava[ Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba she could leave. 

took this to mean, shut up and do your work.  

ar regularly m e for ce • agents back in 
ays•that 	 told her that flue 
rice, and that this is something that 

la' been told by a doctor not to bend her 
did attempt to 

an s c t not qualify. 
had taken 

fought, 
e Guantanamo Bay, 
nd told h 
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Fri 	At the time the Office of the Insiiector General interview • 	 he was the- 
12/04005 	Deputy OSC (Operation Supervisor) at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. The SAC at 	 1 (3 

amp Bay, Cuba when the flice of the Inspector General interviewed 	00:04:00 
as-Frazier R. Thompson. I 	 explained that they 

now refer to the 	 ation OSC as the SAC. 
Fr; 	Ili October 2003 	 0 was directed to.goto U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo, 
12/02/2005 	Bay, Cuba at the request o t to 	f a emtonal Investigation Unit of the Counterterrorism 

Division. 
Discussion.of why he went to U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. Fri 

12/02/2005 

b6 Per Fat 
b7C 

h6 Pex FBI 
b7c 

Fri 	1 	 Jdid not receive any direct training from the Federal Bureau of 	, 
12102/2005 	Investigation a out working in a military zone.' 	 'did serve nine Years on 

active•duty, 	which gave him the knowledge aad experience with working with the military. 
it 	 had the understanding -that the Federal 	Bureau of Investigation were 
Invited guests at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamotay, Cabal 	 laisd knew 	 b6 Per PSI 
the other agents were frustrated with the military style of interrogations, because the Federal 	 b7c 
Bureau of Investi g ation a eats were bound b the re lations back in the U.S. 

Fri 	Further discussion about wh he went to O.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Ba Cuba 
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120212005 
' 

I 10 
00:13:22 

Fri 
12/02/2005 

. 
• 

Discussion abou 	 line! how in the past two weeks he recanted his 
statements about 	 claims he made false accusations abou ; @ 
because he had been tortured. WA by the U.S. military white in U.S, Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, 
Cuba. 

DO:19:15 

Fri 
12/02/2005 

In 2003, 760 was poly graphed by the U.S. military_ 	. 

• 06;20;25• 
Fri 
12/02/2005 

More discussion Ahoutl 	 1recanting his statements about 
@ 

00:23:00 
Fri 
12/02/2005 

&cconJing.tal 	 the Federal Bureau of Investigation started to interview 
760 again sometime back - in October 2005.. 	 • M 

00:25:14 	• 
Fri 	' 	I 
12M12005 

[•Said he did not receive s ocific t idance about his assignment at U.S. 
Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. in 2003. 	 said the only guidance he 	 0 
would have gotten. was that the Federal Bureau g 	Ives r ; ton w  ime 	eus and tua)ce surele 00;2$:15 
maintain Federal Bureau of Investigation standard 	 aid. he was not 
involved with interviewing detainees when be went to I. 	lava = a e 	an name Bay, Cuba in 
2003. 	 'said• he thought all agents were told that the same standards they 
use for interviews in the states was the same for U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

Fri 
12/02/2005 

Guidance on reporting abuse... 

II 
40:27.32 

Fri 
12102005 

confliined that he was not given specific guidance•on what to do if he 
observed Mistreatment of detainees, but his experiences had taught him if ho had credible 
416NrmAtinultinf A huge o mistreatment had occurredhe would have reported it. „ 

Ir lS 
00:31:16 

Fri 
12M2005  

 vas the OSC at U.S. Naval Rase Guantanamo BO, Cuba when 
vas there in 2003J 	 flew down to U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo let 

106 Per F8I 
b7C 

bei Per FBI 
107C 

b6 Per FBI 
b7C 
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',e6 Per FBI 
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Psi 
12/0212005 

9 

Rev ritha With'  . 	.  
Fri 	 Laid he was at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba in 2003 to give 
12/02/2005 

	

	the military a briefing and.not.to conduct interviews, so he did not receive any soft of orientation 
by the sueervisol at r 8 Naval Rase CmAntfiro  mo  ay. Cuba, •  

Fri   told 	 .tlta 	 was taken lip in a 
.12/02/2005 	helicopter, sometime between September and Decem er 2003, and was threaten to be thrown out 

i f he dirt not orinfetR to to  prism activities in connection to the Montreal Terrorist Cell 7/7 
oes not know if she•observed this or if it was something sbe heard. 

I 	  hottght this was something Military Liaison and Detainee Unit knew 
about.becaus 	 calked in Military Liaison and Detainee Unit, and that Military 
Liaison and Detainee Unit was handling the accusations. 

00:32:00  

—1-1® 
001'717  

00:34:20 

	 Old speak-with Military Liaison and Detainee Unit about the incident 
when he returned from U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, and from their reaction, he 
asulmorl flow InrIkal into and did What they could do.  

Interview room and thought cite saw a eri-----r iirvogator pressi.ng  a detai nee's.thurab backwards, 

>ai 	 told him about a time when he walked by a 

but a .perSon Was obstructing his ifi6i.).1 	 [sail 	 I had 
just told him this story sometime back in 2005. 	 , 

Fri 
	

Subjecting n detainee to loud Mitit And flashing lights: 	 
12/02/2005 
	

a rt oolifior epartment ofDefense memo 'shirt niiiv lo7id music And fl  slung lights 	  
	 id pot see this technique be used 	  said the techniques were 
"dtimb" and that the memo read like a 22  ye-al-had put it togetherbased on what he saw in a James 

.Bond movie.I 	 Ids° described thememo as lacking vision and that the 
techni.ueS were ineffective. 

b6 Per FBI 
b7C 

Fri 	 Isolating a detainee -for an attended period of time: 
12102/2005 	observed detainees in a "hot Cell" at am. Delta for e 

•detainees 	had been in the  ce 

I 	 land 
I solid enclosing about 8x4 and made of metal 

personally 
ons unknown to hum or for howlortc the 

rved this wi 
en  bed the ce asbeing a 

I said he did cot know if, 
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they had any  AC in the cell, but the detainees were not complaining  about the heat  

	cl'iad not appear to be mistreatment. 
id he did not discuss what he saw with anyone else.' 	 'said at 

the lime it  

 

   

     

Fri 
12/02/2005 

Disrespectful statements and mishandling of the Koran: I 	 said when 

be Per EBI 
b7C 

there were reports in the news about the-milita 	at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Ci ba had 
flushed a Koran down, the toilet, 	 cane 	 and told 00:50:29 
bbn that it actually happen 	 aid he thought that a detamee bac done it 
to create problems for the mi i ary, 	u 	 aid that it was actually done by 
the military. This was another example 	w 	t was so 	strating roll 
and 	 lo work with the military at U.S. Naval 	ase Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

$A1 I 	 'did not provide details about he Koran 
being flushed down the toilet. 

Fri 
12/02/2005 

Touching a de 	'nee or acting towards a detaining in a sexual manner: _1 
ctici 	 told bun about a imerrogator who was a Jewish f 

contractor y the name otl 	lor 	no per formed !w 	 a 	dance on a detaine. lap  00:54:20 
I said he was also 	 t MilitaryLiaison and Deta

e
inee Unit was .1)6 	Per 	FBI 

b7C invesngatin 	the incident 	 id not feel the need to report what be had 
heard pro 	 a person at 	M ini 	 m that Department of 
Just' 	 irtractOr could have li6eri 	 buthe can not recall for 
sure 	 did meet tlils•con 	 is briefing when he 
was 	ere or 	a 	 natter 	 said this female 
contractor was o 	 erviewin 

said that 	 never said she witnessed these abuses, and. if 
• sal. t. =MP 	, 	. nO 	mistreatment, then he would have had her tell someone 

in the mill( 	 )elievedlhati 	 heard this and that she 
did not witness this lap dance: 

Fri aid •ha 	 told him about a detainee beingshown ho Per FBI 
12/02/2005 homosexual porn for 24 hours 	 id it was his sense that b7C 

learned of this by reading the reports from the, 00- 19:10 
Fri  described an incident where 	 was asked if he  
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12/02/2005 

Fri 
12/024005 

were to tell a lie, what would that lie look like? telt that this was riot 
appropriate. O1:01;5$ 
R 	 k Reporting mistreats 	to supervisors 	 said he reported 	Military 

 

Liaison and Detainee Unit and his unit aoout his nisnehet on some of the rumort that are goult• k @ 
around Ahnl 	the treatment of detainees at U:S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba! 	 I 01:03:50 

nit chief at the time was' 	 I . 	 • 	 . 
Fri 
12(0212005 

 said he remembers bavin 	conversations withfolks from Military 
Liaison and Detainee Unit I 	 and 	 about U.S. Naval Dose 
Cniantanarino Bay, Cuba. 01:06:00• 

Fri 
12/02/2005 

In November 2003, 	 Wended an Behavioral AnalysisUnit meeting that 
was spear headed bye 	Iand the objective was to make recommendations to the I. @ 
AD of C1.1.) on how to make things baiter down at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 01;06:30 , 

:Fri 
1Q/02/2005 

I 	did not know what type of investigation Department of Justice was 1---  
doing regarding the Sidr contractor at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 1 I Q 

01:01:13 
Fri 
12/0112405 

describes Strategic Information OperationaCenter and the video 
folks at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, inc)udingr-7 

in 	.0 vi 	 Iduiing the conferences. At  tri .VA.0 	. 

the titti 	o4 	 I interview 	 s suit in U.S. Naval Base 
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 



Date & 	• 
Time ' 	. 	.. 

1%0 Tait  	 :.SO11000Y 
.. 	. 	.. 	. 	,. 

' 

To Be 
Determined 

was told that he is a witness and not a subjectof our review/investigation and that I 
egations of wrongdoing against him. It was mentioned that the interview was Interview 1 ® 

00:03:15 volunt 	an 	 eed. 
To.Be 
Determined 

• 

s asked about tapes related to detainees. 	 said that when the 
camp open 	, t ere was no intention of putting in technical monitoring. Marion E: "Spike" 
Bowman suggested that monitoring be put in and the Department of Defense came to the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation and had them install surreptitious microphones in Canip X-Ray and used 

Interview 1 ® 
00:14:50 

91/StA111..mlieti 

t.uses Mces(sp). (magneto optical disks), that store up to.•terabytes. .So if 

• 

you run 150 microphones, it would be about 3 months worth.of storage. Camp X-Ray might 
have been limited, there might have been more at Camp Delta. This was to record anything a 
detainee spoke. The guards didn't even knelt/ ahni i 't I 	 6irl that the. military 
decided that this wasn't in the 	bestinteresti 

put that didn't happen, and the disks sat around for a long tin'TC. — 
Eventually, the military no longer did this for intelligence, they used the system for security 
reasons to kee track of the detainees plans to attack the guards. The military started to overwrite 
the old•disks. 	 discussed how these could be used in discoverylegal issues, 

they  (said 	a 	arc ved the 36,000 hours of recordings that are now in the 1021, evidence 
storage. The time period these cover is 10/03 - 02/04 for Camp Delta. There might be additional 
recordings from 2002. These should all be in evidence room by Camp Echo, which is controlled 
by the Joint Task Force .E,  guitritanaino - Joint Detainee 0 erations Group.' 	 does 
not know if Colonel 	 has knowled e of this 	 aid that there is a 

" S ) 
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current system that records audio froin 05/04 to now (04105)1 

• 
said that currently, discs are being made nr coeversations in certain cells. 

I said that no interviews were recorded, rather this was only in the common areas 
HFITIMIlrli 	 !said that translationsis now done in real time and reports are generated. 

said that theoretically, there minht be conversations between detainees of alatise. 
To Be - 	' 
Determined 

—" 	lisruesertvideo.tanineA  

—I Interview I. 4 
00:29:20 • . 	. 

To Be 
Determined 

(said that he designed his mission in U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba I 
because he an Valerie E. Capron saw the value of having a lawyer from 00C in U.S. Naval 
: • 	: 	, • , t: .: mo Bay, Cuba. 	 ' 

aid that he is not aware of any instruction that were given to Federal Bureau of 

Interview I (.0 
32:20 

ToBe 
Determined 

• 
i ' 	o I i 	• 	rnployees that were coming to U.S. Naval Bast Guantanamo Bay, Cuba related to 

joint interrogations, or otherwise participating in interrogations with non-fbi 'personnel 
U.S. NavalBase Guantanamo Bay, Cuba and made inquires regarding the rules: 

interview I '0 
00;33:00 

aittli* rules were understood.tafollow.Federal•ureatpof Investigation policies with the 
exc !Awn ofthe miranda, tiler came from Marion E. "Spike' Bowman, but Marion E. "Spike" 
Bowman said That he never documented it. 

To Be
Determined 

said that in the absence in direction to the contrary, one would re 	on the 
gut eiL-H 	provided in the Legal Handbook for Special Agents, Afte 	 rrived in. Interview I (N 

00:34:30 08104 he provided oral advise and training in that. He fold the newly arrive 	eral Bureau of 
Tevestigation employees that if they saw anything "untoward" beyond what the Federal Bureau 
'of Investigation was authorized to do, or outside the scopeiof the 	i' 	: s, - : 	.. 'ty, the a ent 
wag to remove lii  instil front the room and repoitthe incident to the 	 or t 

told us that he and 	 cted the new y 
arrived employees on the scope of the 11 	-... • ... . 	,.11Nt 	goes as ley were set forth in the 
A-Xlvtemo. After receiving a report, 	 an 	 'would make an 
initial determination to see if they nee 	o 	er eon° ore e it with records and if necessary 
report it to headquarters,' 	 said that he told people that if they witnessed something 
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that they should remove themselves from that situation and report it, they.eould not participate 
even if that meant standing in the back of the room. Further discussion of staying and leaving -the 
room.  

kid that it was made elear,at least since he was at U.S. Naval•Base Guantanamo To Be 
Determined Bay, Cuba, that anything you see that you were not be able to do, should be reported_  Interview I 

0019.40 
ToBe 
Determined 

I 	iwas asked about document #FBI006332, dated OS/19144.I 	 said that 

•
. it is his understanding that is the current guidance for F 	 vestigation employees :Interview I t 

00;42:00 acting-in extia territorial investigations, and this is W 	 giv ha 	 es employees when 
they come to;IS. NavatBase Guantanamo. Bay, Cuba per Valeria.E. Caproni.  

I 	_Iwas presented with•document 	 rafted byl 	 'dated TORe 
Determined 05112/2Q04, re: Hunt 	e Treatment ofPrisoners. 	 said that he never saw this Interview 1. 

00:44:00 

ilaterwevv 

docnr

nt before. 	 greed that it has a 	eren reporting requirement.' 	I 
said that the document oo s like a draft document. 

To Be 
Determined 

IHIS PORTION OF THE DIWTAL RECORDING IS BLANK. IT APPEARS THAT THE 
INTERVIEW PICKS UB IT LEFT OFF. I WILL REVIEW THE IvEICRO-CASSETIla 
TAPES FOR ERRORS. 	2-28-06. The a 	is a result of transferring the cassette tape to the 

1 	r 
00:46:45 - 
005:26 `digital recordima.-.the.B.ID intervieW.is•in tact. 

To Se 
Determined 

-Was tha 1 	 ,t he disagrees sagrees with the language "known or suspects" in the EC referred I 
above. id.tbat rumors fly at 	 Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, and its  

te.damaged 
Interview 1tr 
01136:20 unfair to someone to 	by a rumor. 	 spoke of situations of 

interrogation, and the language is too broad 	 said that Federal Bureau of 
Investigation employees not falniliar with the o 	r agencies polices and they saw something 
outside of Federal Bureau of Investigation guidelines, they should leave If they are familiar wrth 
the other Foe 	y's guideline; they should remove themselves if they saw something abusive, 

'cl that a %bock the conscious" standard should apply. 	 ' 
To Be' 
Determined 

38 asked if he was aware of any Federal Bureau of Investigation employee 
removing me 	Selves from an interview fpr these reasons. I 	I said, not by direct 	• Interview 1 

0 •40. 45 knowled 	" but he knows that the EC camp from 	 in Af 	install  
To Be.  as asked If he were aware of detainee a•use iy a variety of methods (the hat 
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Determined most likely caine 
without food and 
hours without 
would be a 302, 

from the questionnaire), He heard or it was reported that a detainee was 
water for a number of bouts, Or the detainee was short shackled for a 

thea 	rtunit to reweave themselves. 	 aid that the so VE:;;;;reictents 

either 
number of 

Interview 1 ® 
01:51:00 

id there would Only 	 of this. 
said that his 	=awn on this wasn't received contemporaneous, rather it was after the 

fact while be was reviewing historical records. I 	hate: could refer tor— 
To Be 
Determined. 

'heard of sleep deprivation or interruption. 
. 	. interview 1 

01:54:00 
To Be 
Determined 

I 	[heard of limited reports of use of duct tape, or tlte.report ori 
& where he imputed 

threatening action 
that two Federal Bureau of Investigation employees beat turn. Other interview I 

01:55:50  is related to 
To Be !said he heard, in general, the use of shackles in a prolonged manner. I 
Determined 	I 	'said he has no specifies, He heard of stressfial Or painful positions. h-E—arc of Interview 1 

extreme hot or cold and use of loud music. 01:57:45 
To B.e 
Determined 

'said that he has heard of allegations regarding disrespect of the Koran. 

 • 	
. 

, 	. 	. 	.. 	_ 	. 	. 	 • 	- . 	- 	. 

=ICI VLZW A 

. 02:00f00 
To Be , 
Determined 

said that he heard of potting woman's clothing on a: detainee -I I 
interview L to. 
02:01:05 

To Be 
.ttetermined 

I 	 laid that he knows of one incident where SAI 	 'told a detainee, 1 
after. a.tew.day•absenee from interviewing Interview 1 @ 

02:01:35  
To Be 
Determined 

1 	 said that he knows the story .° 	 attempting to impersonate a 
interview 1 4 Federal Bureau of investigation agent. 
02:05:20 

To Be 
Determined 

Piscussee. the Valerie E Caproni memo regarding' 	 land the , 
alleged helicopter ride 	 said that he looked into h and learned that it never. Interview 1 ® 

02:0M0 • happened) 	did learn Chadd 	 was taken on a boat. 
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( S I To•Be .  - 
Determined 

- - 	• isaidthat he has heard. of al 

interview I 0 
,02:14:00 

To Be 	• 
Determined 

aid that there was never 	mandate for him to review all 302's to Look for 

Interview I 1 allegations, or Instances, of abuse. 

02:25:00 
To Ba 
Determined 

. 

I 	 was asked about allegations of a detainee being 
beard that but that the allegations 

due to the physical layout 
would•be thrown into the oc 

shot then thrown into the ocean. 
was "ouira ecus" because there ' said that be had interview. 1 1 	. 

03:28:00 77114717117111ircmild have happened 
that it seemed crazy that a body 

of the camp. 	 aid 
. 

Fri 
•05/07/2004 

as iven document t?? dated Ma 07 2004. 	  !said that upon. 	, 
Interview receipt oft 	s, 	 vis ecl 

03:33:00 there, and ask them what they 
responded with. 	ver aIle 

that he needed to ititik_ilody 
saw or heard.' 	 'lid that. 
ions.] ddressed each one and toGeneral 

o d General .ray W, Hood that he had 
and if that assurance wasn't given ' 

raj Rim-ail of rrivestigation 
haid- that .Generallay • 

Jay W. Hood.. and 
to absolutelyassure t em t a 
to them, they would make the 
withdrawal; from US. Navel 
W. Hood provided that assurance. 

no lungTiIce that was happening, 
recoramendatiorrthat.the Fen 

Base Guantanamo-Bay,Ctiba. 

Wed 
12/01/2004 

..tocussed his knowledge related to the allegations 
2004 that he reported to•his 

made by 	 He _ I  li r 	=AM 	PO 1 ictober supervisoror interview I 0 
02:50:00 an. 	 ea sh"own an email dated 12101/04 which discussed 

first time he sent ah email regarding 
about 	exchanges with a variety 

abuse allegations. 	 .: i. tt 19/01/04 wiv the 
allegations of abuse . 	 !talked 
of Federal Bureau of Investigation 

'Bureau of Investigation's fiandLing 

iiis 
people regarding 	 allegations and the Federal 
of them,  
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. Oute(s) .. 	- 
To Be
Determined. 

• 

- 

Illas thought ever since he was at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo 
.Bay Cuba in 2002 that tio miicl) nmminenre. ws  given to Department of Defense when 
it came to interrogations. 	 said that U.S. Naval Base 

jaterview 1 
Q439:50 - 41:15 

Guantanamo Bay, Cuba is not a tactical interrog 	on 13/ISSICII) it is .a strategic 
interrogation and investigative mission that should be lead by the Federal Bureau of  
Inveatigatiod 	 I 	 said that there are 
obvious problems at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba where there are tactical 
inter; 	ators and handlers working in an obvious strategic environment. 

To73e adVised that doesn't ever recall specifically instructing any 	i 
Determined 

. 

!Interview-1 • agents in,a group or One on one, that if You see somathinig tilat_is, outside your comfort 
fOild come see me immediately. I 	 never had this conversation (j1:03:55 - 1:05:57 

• 

with any.aTats  at U.S. Naval BastGuantanamo Bay, Cuba because be never felt like he 
needed to, 	 just assumed that this was understood; he'assurned 
that if an agent saw some  arm that bothered the 	then they would come see him-and tell 
him. This was sons 	 never really thought about because he 
didn' think such a 	in . 	ction was neoessa 

To Be 
Determined 

. id that he has never ordered any detainee onto the frequent . 
flyer program. However, he cannot say for sure whether any-agents under him have, in 
consultation With-the Department of Defense, -tacitly agreed that somebody should go on 
the frenuerrt fiver nmarrn,  

!comes on duty with the Federal Bureau ofInvestigation. 

ritehoew I 
(02 -15:34 - 16:50 

'-r- Mon 03/0511990 

.— 
Interview 1 

_@,5:55 
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b6 Per FBI 
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??/77/2002 'recalled That sometime in earl 2002 Marion E. "Spike" 
Bowman sent out an e-mail, possibly to 	 basically saying that yob guy's Interview I.. 
are the Federal Bureau of Investigation so con um .  yourself like Federal Bureau of 
Investigation agents. 

(057:40 - I:13 

T/17.212002 - 
Wed 05/19/2004 

l 	 [said that par to the May 19, 2094 there was no formal guidance 
from the Federal Bureau of Investigation regarding the treatment of detainees, or l 	Interview I 
observations of possible detainee abuse. However,' 	 had . (4)55:45 - 5 :15 

.. 

. 	
. 

I 

numerous conversations with 	 tand possibly Michael B. Steinbach in 
'August or September 2003 about the tact that 	e other agencies could do things that we 
can't do. The mantra at U.S. Naval Base Gua ntanarno Bay, Cuba has always been 
condUct yourself the way you would in the continental united states'  bsent maraud a, 
HOwever, the issue about reporting.incidents of possible detainee abuse was never really 
addressed andIto guidance was given prior, to the Abu Grivaib Prison scandal breaking:  

'was' 	 iromediate predecessor at IJ.S. Naval Base 06/?7/2002 
Guantanamo Bay; Cuba as the tdy On-Scene Commander. Before 	 1 [ 	nteryiew 1 
Joseph Mr Demarest, Jr. and Arthur Ni. Cummings were also OSC's at U.S. Naval Base g11:50 - 13:34 

. Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 	 lvvas the OSC at U.S. Naval Base 
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba immediately after'  

•worked with] 	 I at Salt Lake City as a squad supervisor for the 
Olympics. 

Wed 06126/2002 
1- llue 
08/06/2002 

[ 	 is the temporary OSC for U.S. Naval Base•uantanamo Bay, 
Cuba. This is 	 [first tour at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, i nteryiew 
Cuba. el 

Wed 06/26/2002 
- Mon 
08/19/2002 

r 	 'advised that his first tour of duty as the On-Scene Commander at 
U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay,.Cuba was from June•6,.2002 to August 19, 2002. nterview 1 

ea • 
07/??/2002 - 
08177/2002 

•dvised that while he•as a, temporary OSC for the Fediral 
MIMI , • 	. to at U.S Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba they learned that ervrew I • 

had significant connections t 	9/11, It was determined, igii3 022 - 1:35 
CBI conauttation with persoonet Join JTF479 at the time, that 1 
I 	_jxas important enough that he should be segregatedfrom the rest of the, detainee 
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population in order to better control his interrogation environment. 
08/77/2002 About two days before; 	 left U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, 

Cuba in 2002 he toured the Navy brig with I d most ' 
if this facility xvould wortfer_themiraistical cinl to place 

[Interview 1 
.©#3 2:00 - 3:45 

n this facility. I 	 vas trans erred into the Navy 
rig Sometime afteit 	 (left. The Federal Bureau of Investigation 

and JTF-170 had operational security concerns eke 	► 	• . - ..• . I • 	4 	nning  
the .Brig, but who had no need to Ic.now .regardil.:4 	 nd 

' any ihf 	t 
08/77/2002 eft U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba the plan for 

was to isolate hint with the idea of developing a 1 	erffi 	ir7,levi_ 
relationship with and dependence on the interrogator, and to segregate him from the rest 
of the detainee population for the camp dynamic issue and operational security issues. 

©43 6:55 - 7:41 	• 

The interrogation plan fort 	 kas.basically to just get him 
in the Brig and get' 	Fn there to talk to him. There was no official or formal 
interrogation plan. 

08/77/2002 

• 

. 	.._ 	..... 	. 	... 	... 

• 

- 

1 	 aid that eve one agency at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, I Cuba was intere,ste in 	 (when it was discovered be had linterview 1 
strong Links•to 9/11.1 	 'laid that, "It was a.ticket that everyone (4N3 07;45 - 08:40 

' 
• 

wanted." However, the Federal Bureau of Investigation had the lead due to the fact that 
they were aka lead anency VA the 91i 1 investigation. Given that, the interrogation of 

I was a joint project among the Federal Bureau of 
.. ..Investigation, TPF-170 . 	 L 

•08/77/2002 	• 

• 

dvised that' 	was the lead interrogator for ' 
becausethe had already obtained confessiOns &om(b)(2) Interview 1 

b)(2) detainees at U.S1 Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba and Was recognized by ©#3 08:40'= 09:15 
Michael E. Dunleavy as, "a national treasure." I 	 paid Michael E. 
Dunleavy may have done a lot of things people did' 	.credit, When the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation had a .400 hitter (in 	 down here (U.S. 
Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cub a). he recognized it. 	 . 

08/77/2002  'advised that in the summer of 2002 there was still the possibility 
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that some of these detainees may end up in U.S. District Court. Also, 
some information on 

there was a belief 	l 	tinterview '1 
that 	 •nay possess impending attacks I 

Bureau of 
W3 09:41 - 10:56 

against th•lIS. Iloweverl 	 land the Federal 
Investigation had a more tempered approach to this issue than the milita ry  

7?/7712003 

' 

Although had the very t 	b  general guidance provided by Marion B. 
he arrived in 2003 be began to learn all of the 
and it brought upadditional issues for the 

"Spike" 	ovoniala to go by, very soon•after 
different things the other agencies could do 
Federal Bureau.of Investigation working in 
knew that his agents were not allowed to engage 
they could titjineyc rvain rsinrhirt or bene 

t nterview I 
@58:05 - 58:51. 	, 

this environment, i 	 f in this conduct but 
' 	Cher interrogation 

it was still unclear if 

what ballpark I'm tecbniqued: 	 Said to "I know 
I. but I don 	• ow w =Me ou 	.e.a are. 	. 

08/77/2003 

. 

. 

Whe 	 list arrived as the Federal Bureau of 
Cuba he felt

Task Force. It seemed t 
was too foci 

Investigation's 
h Biu eau was permanent OSC at U.S. Naval Base GeautanamoBay, 

too emheskt d with Criminal Investigative Er Interview I 
1L :1 . w :08:54 - 	0:3 1 

• 

t the Federal Bureau of Investigation ou 	e 	t ary 
coo-miasma, which he was skeptical Would , ever happen anyway. 

elf the Federal Bureau of investigation was spending oo,mu c. 
enough time developing intelligence 

ie with 
leads in 

command briefing 
primary 

M. 
This 

received by 

Criminal Invettigative Taak Force and not 
support of counterterrorism cases. Al 	 Ifirst 
be told General Geoffrey D. Miller that the Federal Bureau of Investigation's 
mission at U.S. Naval Base CruantaaamoBay, Cuba was to collectintelligence 
support of our counter-terrorism cases both domestidally and internationally. 
tedebnition of the Federal Bureau of Investigation's mission was warmly 
General Geoffrey D. Miller and his staff 

08/77/2003 
. 

' 

L 	i mantra as th Federal Bureau of Investigation 
primary mission here is 

the intelligence community 
of Investigation investigations. 

Bureau of Investigation 
if they are convicted 

OSC at U.S. 
to collect 

with a 

1 
Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba was our 
actionable intelligence and disseanate it to 
emphasis, on things that suppOrt Federal Bureau 

Interview 1 
@1:16:18 - _:12:18 

1 added however that the Federal also prides itse 
it will be on the Fact that the first four commission candidates, 
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based upon confessions obtained 
Federal Bureau of lnvestigation'sirwestigative 
intelligence collection and dissemination,. 
Bureau of Investigation US. Naval 
content of their BIt's. The techniques 
and record the intelligence plays 

by Federal Bureau of Investigation agents. Also, the 
expertise lends itself to successful 

says that Federal 
Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba prides itself on the 

the Federal Bureau of Investigation uses to obtain 
into the validity of the information- 

08/77/2003 
1 	 NAsed that when he arrived in August 2003 there was an 

Koran on he finer and ttannad no it 	T's•as.a major incident where a guard t 	w a 
_issue among the detainee population, 
significant leadership role in w 
disrespect shown to the Koran. 
lace on an open cell block, raLier 

IFiterview I 
and 	 played a c2 53:55 - 55:20: 

iinnina UT) the. terve 	e detainees because of the 
hinlrs.that this incident took 

than in an interroization trailer or interrogation room. 
Tue 08119/2003 J 	advised that 	 !wasike Igs/ field grade  

sl.wervisor se 	as temporatyQ 	 arrived. However, interview 1 
left before 	 arrived so tiler 	was a GS-1.3 @13;45 - 14:55 

action inj, supervisory capacity 
jcannot 

as OSC when 	 rrived, but 
recall his name. Its unnamed agent 	ong with the 

Administration Agent, 	 were rosling..theEedgral.Er  
Investigation's operation at U.S. Nevelt:lase Guantanamo Bay, Cuba whe 

'arrived,  
is the permanent OSC for Federal Bureau ofInvestigationlIS. Tue 08/19/2003 

• Tue - 
04/26/2005 

Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba during this time period. 1 kritar-ctew 1 
ai. 	:30 

1 Tue 08/19/2003 

- T‘le 
04/26/2005 

said that while the OSC at V.S. Naval.Base CrUantanarno Bay, 
there were special interrogation plans for certain 

his staff were not necessarily privy tothis same 
Cuba he was privy to 	e fact that 
detainees, and that members of 

)nterview 1 
023:15 - 21:16 

information. However 	 Id -, 	not regularly see these special IP's 
he just knew they existed. 	 Ithinks that the first special IP he ever 
saw was for 	, which was 
special IP was•never implemented 

iptrl to Win b 	 I However, this 
and 	 save him this copy so he could 

cut & paste the language used lira fora memo' 	 'vas preparing -for , 
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the U.S. Naval Base GU ntanamoBay, Cuba commanding general requesting that 
'be out inn( ) 2 ) 

Tue 08/19/2003 _jsaid that When-e-1 gave him the IP fo 
. - Tue the Bureau was very interested in gettin Interview 1 
04/26/2005 segregated from the rest of the detainee popu a ion by pu 	ng 	m in 024:45 - 2 :55 

(b (2) 	. The Bureau wanted to be akle to interview{ 	 'in 
i5) 2) 	" , and 	 pelieves that SOCOM Commapder General 
James T. Hill had to-approve all suth requests. I 	 {submitted 
.actually a Mint Task Force-- Guantanamo document to General .Geoffrev D. Miller. 
which 	ould be forwarded to General James t Hill, to authorize) 	 I 

4 o into(b (2) 	for interview purposes. 
Tue 08/19/2003 jsaid that he.regularly reminded the agents he supervised ai U.S. i 
- Tue Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba that there are people here that can do things that you { 	'Interview 1 
04/26/2005 are not allowed to do; conduct yourself like an Federal Bureau of Investigation agent. @)58:55 - 59:35 

. However, this was the extent of his guidance and it never really went any further than 
that. 

Tue 08/19/2003 T 	 advised that since helms been the permanent Federal Bureau of I  
- Tue Investigation OSC at U.S. Naval Base.Guantaname Bay, cube probably only.(b) 2) . Interview I 

' . 04/26/2005 detainees have arrived. Also, barring some unforeseen circumstances, approxitately (41:16:25 - 1;•7:08 
65% of the detainee population will not now, and probably never will talk to.anyone 
from the U.S. government or cooperate in interviews with anyone from the U.S. 
ouvernment 

. 

Tue 08/19/2003 diised that Federal Bureau of Investigation agents can't do any  
- Tue interviews wit • . ta.mees without first coordinating with the Department of Defense. Interview 1 
04/26/2005 When an agent wants to interview a detainee he must first determine if the detainee is on 

somebody's else's coordination list. If the detainee is on another agency's list then the 
@1:20:30 : 1:21:25 

agent must contact that agency beforehand and coordinate his interview with their 
requirements. Sometimes the Federal Bureau of Investigation ends up not doing the 
interview but has the interrogator from the other agency attempt to obtain the 

. 

• information for them. Other times the Bureau can not do this due to classification 
concerns and in those cases the interview ' st doesn't ha • *en. Still other times the 
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agency would just allow the Federal Bureau of Investigation agent to interview their 
detainee, The same would go for agents from other agendas who wanted to interview a 
detainee on an Federal Bureau of Investigation coordination list. 

, Tue 08/19/2003 
- Tue 

•04/26/2005 

• 

advised that the Federal Bureau of Investigation does not know 
all That oes on at Qui -Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba while it is happening. Irt' llnierview 1 
fa . 	 said that a detainee could be getting tortured right now at @1:22:32 - 1:23:43 
Camp Del - i 	it 	. 	, 	C. a .IL ■ 	of Investigation would most like not know about it. 
However, 	 eels that he and others in the Federal Bureau of. 
Investigation 	ave a g... enou: 	relationship with members of Joint Task Force - 
Guantanamo that they would eventually hear about something like-that. 

Tue 08/19/2003 
- Tue 
04/26/2005 

[advised that he can go anywhere he waits on the base 
unescorted and-that goes for all Federal Bureau of Investigation SA's. The policy now is 
though they discourage interrogators from going to down to the cell blocks without a 
anecific, mirrinse. 

t 	 terview I. 
(a)1:24;50 - 1.:25:40 

• 
Tue 08/19/2003 
- Tue 

- 04/26/2005 	- 

1 	 irdvised that he never saw anything in writing, either an  
interrogation plan or an MFR, regarding an interrogation teChniatte wherel._ 	 I Interview 1 

1- 	- 	-- -- 	---. gas told tha 	 finisher 
interrogation techniquea would irre men-Demur riowever, ac UQ./13e. point ne became 

(02 - 4:51 - 6:36 

aware that this may have happened from conversations he bad with people at U.S. Naval 
Bash Guantanamo Bay,Cirba•  

1 	 advised that his knowledge of any sleep deprivation or sleep Tue 08/19/2003 
- Tue 
04/26/2005 

disruption relates to the "frequent flyer" program. This was a program implemented by 
the Joint Task Force - Guantanamo, which involved moving the detainee every 4 to 6 
hours including odd hours of the night. This is not a program designed to deprive the 
detainee of sleep, but sleep deprivation could be a byprodUct of implementin g  this 
program. The design of this program was to not allow certain detainees to be 
coinfortable with their surroundings, to just generally throw the detainee off a bit, to 
keep the detainee of balance so that the detainee does not have an advantage when 
being interrogated. 

[Interview 1 
g#2 - 8:35 - 10;30 

1---  
, 	  

Tue 08/]9/2003 
- Tue 

advised that while he has been at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo 
Bay, Cuba there have been two Camp dynamic macro type techniques that have been 'Interview 1. 
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04/2612005 used, the first is the frequent flyer program and the second is the•the Afghanie 
WildernesS Program. The Afghanie Wilderness Program involved moving some of the  
more recalcitrant(b (2)detainees to a cell block populated entirely by Afghan detainees. 
This normally bad a marked impact on the detainee's behavior. Generally the detainees 
would quickly complain that they no longer wanted to be on that cell block and 
sometimes would agree to be interviewed in order to get away from their living situation 
for a while. 

®42 - 10:30 - 11;15 

Tue118/19/2003 advised that the Federal Bureau of 1nvestigati . 
- Tue 'MIMI 	were 	• : • • 	I 	1 	flyer" .program. interview 1 
04/26/2005 thinks that 	 was in: the frequent 	yer program @in - 11:42 - 12:13 

on more t. an one occasion primer y 4 ut. to . a 	ct that he was snare bad influence in 
Ci_x_pri Delta. 

Tue 08/19/2003 
i 	

'said that the frequent flyer program was not a secret at US. 
- Tue Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, cube; in fact he said that if the Office of the Inspector 1 	n erview 1 
04/26/2005 General had come down to visit a year ago we would have been told about this program 

durin• the cam. d namics-brief of the.cominand briefin. session. 
@#2 - 11;36 - 12:48 

Tue 08/19/2003 dvised that the frequent flyer program and the Afghanie 
- Tue wilderness program were Department of Defense SDP's that were camp .wide macro nterview 1 
04/26/21305 •i-dwinnes hat were never specifically discussed in his office. That is to sayl 	I (.0#2 -20:4 / - 21:55 

never specifically discussed whether an agent could or could not partimpate 
or agree to this technique or not.1 	 Ideas not think he ever gave • • 

. any agent advice on whether they could participate in interviews of detainees who had 
been,aubiected to either'one of these programs. 

. 	- 

Tue 08/1912003 advised that he wasn't concerned about the use of either the  
- Tue frequent flyer program or the Afghanie wilderness program. He never saw these camp interview 1 
04/26/2005 wide macro techniques as abusive. 1 	 lirnovvs that there were ©#2 - 23:10 - 24:00 

limitations to the duration of each- program but he cannot recall them at this time. 
Tue 08/19/2003 I 	 ltdvised that he was -aware that interrogators sometimes used-the I"---  
- Tue air conditioners in'the interrogations rooms to manipulate the temperature. However, he interview 1 
04/26/2005 • had not heard of anything more extreme than that and has never heard of Federal Bureau 

of Investigation employees aBgaging in this.  
®#2 45:20 - 46:16 
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Tue 08/19/2003 
.... Tue 
04/26/2005 

dvised that he was present when 10 new detainees arrived in 
November 2004 and he was impressed with how much better they looked when they (intervieiv 1 
arrived, than the ones he witnessed arriving in 2002.1_ 	 'thought @#2 51:09•- 52:35 
there was a marked increase in professionalism and appropriate sensitivity; it was 
un.ressive to see the iso .rovemerit. 

Tue 08/19/2003 
- Tue 
04t26/2005 

,,. • . : 	... 	he would probably not consent to have a 
detainee shaved. 	 does.not believe that shaving a detainee is ilnterView P ., 
abusive, but he would probably act ditterently due to the events at Abu Ghraib Prison. 
At the time he consented to this or authorized this he dic1not even think that this could 
be considered abuse. However, after Abu Gliaib Prison he can see where it could be  
potentially.be problematic. 

@,1/2 1:09:15 - 1:11:05 

Tue 08/19/2003 
- Tue 
04/2612005 

' 

lidvised.that when 	 was stationed at U.S. Naval 
BaseGuantanarno Bay, Cuba he began to wor wi 1 	 at nterview 1 
the request of the (b) 2) 	 becaus , 	 lad developed a decent @ill 11:42 - 12:22 

. 
. 	• 

ra. ort with him. 	 ontinued to develo. his ra..ort with) 	 1 
to the point 	at 	 .s very cooperative  

and started providing informaton a.. ricAili4linr•teriii4An 
had become a jail hbuse snitch of sort. 	 is su • rised that 
Departmeth of Defense ishavin ,  so mei trouble with 
....yen the : eat ra . iort that 	 1 , • developed with him. 

Tue 08/19/2003 
- Tue 
04/26/2005 

• 

 When asked if the Federal Bureau of Investigation ever employed any-of the 
mterr 	'on-technitqles contained iv, the Department of Defense's "A through X memo," nterview 1 

bidvised that if isolation is one of the techniques contained in the @ #3 17:00 - 18:32 	• 
.. 	• .. memo and b (2) 	is considered isolation, then yes. 

id that the FederdBureau of Investigation recommend ees 
ndi 	 Ibe put in isolation at 

• t erent times. 	 lilso said that this action would be consistent 
with action that the Federal Bureau of Inve i • .ti.n w.uld or could take in the U.S. 

Tue 08/19/2003 
4 Tue 
04/26/2005 

dvised that while 	 as housed at 
nterview 1. (b (2) 	as part o 	e Dena.rtment of De rise a interrogation p an Rah m 

..ent a shilicant amount of time at (b) 2) 	inteiviewhi a 0.. 3 36:00 - 37:00 
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i 	 1m th 	that the counterterrorism Center also 
interview 	 ti 	he 	b)(2) 

Tue 08/19/2003 
• -, Tue 	- 
04/26/2005 

that both 	 im4 
1— 

(were ere interviewed numerous times by the Federal bureau of tnterview 1 
TrIvestigation while at(b (2)  

dvised that he is not aware of any Federal Bureau of 
Oi.3 37j0 :17:42  	 

1 ,_ Tue 08/19/2003 
- Tue 
04/26/2005 

Investigation agen using the interrogation technique "pride and.ego down," which is Finerview 1 
letter "1" in the De  a 	it of Defense's A throutzh X (nem° with eitlami 	I ©03 38:30 - 39:35 

Tue 08/19/2003 
- Tue - 
04/26/2005 	. 

advised that. everything he knows about concerning the 
interrogation teohniques employed by the military with 	 he !interview 1 
.ber ..1 e 	re approved by De, u 	Secrets 	of Defense Paul Wolfowitz) 	1 ©#3 47:50 - 48:42 

as told this b A 	 : ,c1 
Tue 08/19/2003 
- Tue 
04/26/2005 

I 	 told brGeneralJay W, Hood and General John T. Furlow 
that 	helicopter was never used in conjunction with the movement oft i—f— rterview 1 

and the implementation of the special-interrogation plan for him. 1 (3#3 59:30 -1:00:35 
to 	 hat they didn't use a helicopter because General Geoffrey 

-Th Miller decide.d that At vv.a, too difeeph,logistically to.pull og and.that too many 
,eoile on the base would have to know about it to' .1et this done. 

Tue 08/19/2003 
- Tue 
04/264005 . 

.idnot think the Federal Bureau Of Investigation impersonation 
issue was as big as 	 nd 	 were making it out to be. terview i 
Military Liaison and Detainee Unit tol 	 t.they were e : 	 .• :' 	 - 1:03:10 
concerned that if the military tortur 	 and they were 
imnersonating the Federal Bureau of investigation, then if and. when 	 I 

(was released he could say that the Federal Bureau of Investigation tortured him.  
thought that this scenario was preposterous. 

(thought 	 should go see Geriera iMiller 
about it immediately ar 	 aid, "no" that he would lust go see • 

this because this a coordination issue. I 	 I 
did not think this was a General Geoffte D. Miller level issue. 

Tue 08/19/2003  	ids eak to 	 bout the Federal Bureau of 
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• 1 

- Tue 
04/26/2005 

Investigation impersonation issue and they agreed that if this technique was to be used [interview 1 
by the military again' it would have to go througIA 	 kind possibly @#3 1:03: 	- 1:05:20 
higher level officials at the Federal Bureau of Investigation, maybe Office•of the Genera l 
Counsel - FBI Would have to be involved,  

Tue 08/19/2003 
- Tue 
04126/2005 

1 	 Inivited that bethought the 	 JEC dated 
11/26/03 was,"unprofessional, largely unsupported" and thought the Federal Bureau of 
investigation shouldritput their name on,it until they could determine they were 100% 
sure that theknew what they were talking about ' •  

Interview 1 
(03 1:17:00 - 1:17:25' 

Tue 08/19/2003 
- Tue 

' 04/26/2005 

dvised that if he receives.an allegatiori of detainee 
Interview 1 mistreatment, his understanding is that lie•shouldrenort the allenatiPn uo hI Lchain of 

'command either via e-mail oi. a phone call or both, 	 dviaed that qp#4 19:50 - 20:35 
Ed also most likely report the, allegation to his boss Valerie E. 

III apr wou 

Tue 08/19/2003' 
- Tue 
04/26/2005 

. 

l 	 ladvised that in the case of an allegation of detainee mistreatmen t 
by an Federal Bureau 	' 	' 	;rat. he really doesn't .kn. 	what he is 	 terview• I 
'supposed" to do, but 	 rwould most likely ru#4 20:38 r 25:00 

• 
• 

' 

report it to Office of the General Counsel - FBI and then executive management in 
Counter TerrorismDivision- FBI. It would be up to Cotinter Terrorism Division: FBI 
to fofwardit . to Office of Pt 	Responsibility-FBI. That doesn't change the fact 
that 	 I like any other Federal Bureau of fuvestigation'age,nt can 
contact Office of Professional•Respon.sibility-FBI at any time. 

Tue 08•W2003 
- Tue 
04/26/2005 

felt.that allegations made 631 	 against two Federal 1 	 I 
Bureau. ofInvestigation agents was bungled from the beginning  by Military Liaison and 
Detainee Unit, and was handled in a very nonchalant. manner and that Federal Bureau of 
Investigation executive management did not have appreciation of the significance of it 

'interview 1 
'&14 20;45 - 23:20 

. either. [ 	 .aidthat it was "patently obvious" to both he an• 
allegations were different. I 	"vas an 

intelligent detainee.rn 	.g • etailed - allegations, giving full names, places, basicallythe 
• ' of all 	tions that the 	have never seen before. It was.obvious to bot 

,..d 	 ow these allegations should have been handled 
careful 	and take 	e • o•er s e• s neee: , 	to resolve such all 	tions 
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JAt4 l:02:41- 1:05:20 
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C:7 
■••••4 
0 

Tue 08/19/2003 
Tue 

01/26t2005 

Tue 08/19/2003 
- Tue 

'•04/26/2005 

:snot believe that post Abu Crhraib Prison the FederalBureau of 
Investigation. is stilt going to say that detainee allegations are not credible.  

advised while on a conference call with Ti Ilarriiagton he 
learned that Ti Farrington had not yet, as of the 2nd week of March 2905, seen the 
Of lice of the inspector General's letter requesting documents pertaining to allegations 
made against agents worldng under his command.in 11% Afghanistan, and US. Naval 
Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. r 	 says that this is aa indication of 
the lack of communication within the Peditai Bureau of Investigation, and the lack of 

I  

effective information gathering necessary for making effective decisions. Also it sEi 
the lack of appreciation of the issues that( 	 land 
have b 	. last year or so at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo ay, 
C 

 
says about Headquarters RBI) that, "they do not get it." 

	 says that the Federal Bureau of Investigation can't even 
effectively handle allegations made against their own employees, Let alone rework the 
Federal Bureau of Inves-rigation's ability to conduct interrogations in a strategic 

i'aunamarat— 	said that if there was ran agent that reported some sort (  -...--r--"---lv ill  
- n while at U.S. N 	Gua 	nao Bay 	 t it:was 
	s aware that 

now, 	and that she has made allegations against 

	

{about how they handled her ii 	 at the base hospital. 
Is also aware tha 	 no to the Tess with 

herati anions amen sent a letters to dvised 
t ha 	  ad reported incid 	 t e cannot 
recall the specifics of what she reported, 	 d that be never 
retaliated against anyone for reporting observations or egattons of possible detainee 
abuse.  

0 
	P 

	!Interview 1 
(3.#4 32:50 - 38:40 

10177/2003 -
II/7712003 

advised that when he was the  Federal Bureau of Investigation 
OS C in 2002 	 old him that he thou should 
have his beard shave-ell 	 land 	 met wtr  
	 Ian 	 twos "disgusted" wit 	  

Interview I 
@42 57:05• 7  1:02:13 
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laPpearance, I 	— 	kldi 	 that 

i____ .  

'beard WaArInwn 	his waist and hit was veklino tan math respect on the cell 
iblock tar this. ' 	 ecoinmended to 	 that' 	J 

'have his beard shaved is order to reduce his i nflti e el 
of re 	t 	was recei ' • ■ . n1:. ober detainees on•lbe cell block  

kinks  thea had already r.onsidtpd with. the S-2, at the hint 
Detainee Onerations G oup a• out •avirig I 	 'beard shaved 

:avo his consent to the shaving and! 	 I 
1 	a 	. ter wrin 	, 	 Beard was shaved. Wherl 	1 

the next day, his beard was gone, 
10/77/2003 - 
11/77/2003 

advised that' 	 lwaS controlling his l 
cell block by being "the preacher' oo the cell block. He was the guy on his cell block ., 
that every detainee differed to before they would go to an interrogation. This often 
happens today in Camp Delta. 

Interview 1 
#2 1:07:23 - 1:07:50 

7?177/2004 

_. 

Sometime after the Federal Bureau of Investigation's survey of agents] 	I 
}eosins that there was an allegation of depriving a detainee of food or water Interview I 

Possibly for a perio 	 9 thinks this allesatinn was contained in an e-mail by @1:29:38 - 1:31:02 
. 

I 

For 	 1 is not sure of.the.specifics, of .1 
the cOnchtions  involved  

'was interviewed byl 	 ion this date. 'Fri 05/0712004 

linterview 1 
P16:40 	16:57 

77/77/2005 About the same time that General Randall "Mark" Schmidt came down to U.S. Naval 1 
Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba 	 ed of 'Interview 1 
some interrogation tactics that were used c 	 .. neither @31:36 - 35.05 

. 

of them knew had ever been implemented vri 	 1....1 
learned of this pursuant to the government considering charging  

1-----lin the military .conansissions,tod.prior tothat they wanted'to make 
evervnne knrw what happened with 	 I After 

'meeting with General Randall "Mark!' Schmidt he had a very panne 
conversation with General Tay W. Hood about the Joint Task Force - Guantanamo's 

b6 Per Pet 
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relationship with the Federal Bureau oflavestigation due to what be just learned. 
i ,as concerned that the military was hiding things from the 

Federal Bureau of Investigation. However, General Jay W. Hood assuaged'  
(Concerns about the military's conduct with detainees and how much the 

Federal Bureau of hivestigationwould know about that, • • 
Tue 04/26/2005 advised that the Ivlay 19, 2004 BC from Valerie E. Caproni was 

sufficient operational guidance for him to conduct his mission at U.S. Naval Base 
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. He feels it provides him with the proper "umbrella" under • 
which he can make day today operational' decisio as and have those decisiOns be more 
black or white-than they would have been prior to that memo. 

(Interview l 
@I:02:07 - 1:03:27 

Tue 04/26/2005 

' 

lis aware that "short shackling" was an approved technique 
within the Joint Task Force - Guantanamo , but he does not know for what pe.nod•of time ftntervtew 1. 

. this was authorized. It was never brought trl . 	 'attention 	@1#2 - 28:53 - 30:30 
regarding a specific allegation of abuse or mistreatment] 	 Woks 
that he may have had a conversation with! 	 regarding the use of this 
technique. She was concerned about the use of this technique and others an 

hold her that it was an apprord Joint Task Force - Guantanamo t̀ ec pique. 
remembered that' 	 Has taken, aback by, this a 

little bit. 
'Tue 04/26/2005 !believes that the May 19, 2004 guidarec memo gives leaders in  

the field the framework within which to make decisions, but there are obviously Some [Interview 1 
areas and issues that could use more clarifications on do's and don'ts. @a2 33:25 - 34:21 

Tue 04/26/2005 i 	 [Aid that the Federal Bureau of Investigation benefiting from the 
use of certain 	ssive iaterrotration techniques could be problematic, but in seine interview I 
cases maybe not. 	 [said that it would all depend op what 0112 38:15 - 39:52 
technique was employed on the detainee. He thitdcr that the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation.should be careful to just generally say that if we benefit from-techniques 
that other agencies carr use that we.cannot, that's bad: Xt may lie, but it should be taken 
on A case by case basis. 

• 
• 

eve 04/26/2005 Jadvised-that he could see how one could interpret shaving a 
detainee's beard as religious harassment. !Interview 1 
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bote,ei Ani . Fact TL,t 	,. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	 .   .s,b6r 	. .s= 	, 	' 	•' 	''. 
??M1f1988 - 
7 717111991 

worked on an international counter-terrorism squad out of the 13ureatt'a 
Chicago FO. tntertnew 1 witt2 -4.. 

Mon 
04/14/1938 

I 	 .titered on duty with the Federal Bureau of Invemigation on tins date. 
mreryteiv i tsgu t :Ai 

77./7712002 'advised that in the spring of 2002 representatives of the National Center I 
for the Analysis of Violent Crime visited T.I.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba for is 
week to delledloine -what contributions if any the National Center for the Analysis of 
Violent Crime could contribute to the Federal Bureau of Investigation' mi 	on there, The 

Interview I W:15 - 
5:15 

• 
team.included I 	 I and 
This team's assessment Was basically that the National Center Co f the 	ysis o 	to en 
Crime could provide assistance to agents•at U.S. Naval Bast•Guantaniuno Bay, Cuba 
much the same way thi;-1 the Center provides assistance to local police departments around 
the country; via telephone. 

??.+7?/202 'aid that he expected that Something might bappei or the Federal Bureau 
of Investigati 	I mi ht ak some action based upon the EC the 	 rafted uterview 	X52. 

- 1;32.28 

r...' 
and sent out. 	 ought that the Bureau might I 	e a oo a at t 1a st 	atioa 
and say this tan t 	e n 	t 	ng to do because the situation with 	 II 

I 	/was on grimy,. 
7?/2?/2002 	' 
7?/77/2003 

- 

Vett that first ell Us SAC Stephen R.... Wiley bad responsibili 	for 
addressing and corrfpti no the itm ipqod recOmmendations contained in Interview I 60:341.5 

- i:36;45 pc. Also, 	 'felt that Federal Bureau of Investigatio fl }IQ 	re the 
m tor tesponsihirity for the success of the missioa at 'U.S. Naval Base Guammemo Bay, 
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Cuba. 	 rpointed •  out that the EC wasaddressedio Federal Bureau of 
Investigation HQ personnel all the way up toThe Asst. Director. The EC was addressed to 
Larry A. Mefford, John S. Pistolel 	 i who in his view 
were directly responsible for the management of the Federa l Bureau of Investigation's 
mission at IJ.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba,  
An all hands mtg of all National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crime employeeti was 
held at which the SAC Mike Viernicki told everyone, "rat not asking you rin teliingyou. 
You're all gpiqg to.do a rotation.down there. (U.S. Naval Rage Guantanamo Bay, Cuba)" 
The SAC then quickly walked out of the mw. • . 

07/77/2002 - 
08M/2002 IntervieW 1 	15- 

6:13 

07177/2002 - 
08/77/2002 

advised that prior to deploying to U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, 
Cuba he received•no training or guidance on how to treat the detainees, or what he was to 	Interview I ®t0:50 - 
do if he witnessed any abuse or Mistreatment of detainees, • • 	 11:25 

081/7/2002 - 
09n7/2002 

advised that he and 	 were the second team of 
Behavioral Ana lysis Unit agents to deploy to U.S. Naval BaseGuantanatno Bay, Cuba. interview I vo:.it - 

3:00 The first teamwas I 	ind another female Behavioral Analysis Unit agent whose 
natn 	 of recall. 

09/77/2002 rived at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cubal 	 11 
as the FederatBureau of Investigation's OSC at the time. About two weeks later • latermew r g11:2 	- 

1135  

1 

Mated out and] 	 became the OSC. 
09/7?/2002 . ecalled that the law enforcement contingent at U.S. Naval Base 

uantanamo 	ay, Cuba worked very well together, the Federal Bureau o'finvestigation, 	Interview ! @12:40 - 
OSI, Naval Criminal Investigative Seri;ice,,and CB). There was a regular orientation 	14:53 
session held for all law enforcement agents arriving at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, 	. 
Cuba, At this training agents were.told that because we are law enforcement we are going 
to treat the detainees Lathe same fashion as we would any-Suspect. No matter what the 
rtillitary does, we are going to treat the detainees this way. They made-the point that we 
were all sworn law enforcement officers so, "were Dint to .la 	I 	 " 

09/77/2002 dvised that very son after be arrived he and 	 re 
dratted into assistng the military with interrogatin 4 	 As .Interview 1 (j1:40 . 

20:21 understood it 	 s one o 	I to 	e. oral 
Bureau ofinvesaxation's detainees, but the agentswho were working on l 
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• 
detainees. Also,) 	 aid that there was only one other interrogation going • 
on' in that trailer at the time, 

Sun 09/15/2002 
- Wed 
10/30/2002 

After observing the detainee whose head was wrapped in duct to e I 
returned to his cfiginal observation booth and infotme 	 f what he had Interview 1 @53:54 -

54:10 	• 
• 

'just-seen. Soortthereafter 	 advised I 	 Ville duct taping 
"-incident and also informed the Criminal Investigative Task Force Commander and the 

JAG attorney. 
Sun 09/15/2002 
- Wed 
1.0/30/2002 

• 

1 	 !did not know who the detainee was who had his head wrapped in duct 
tape, and he didn't want to know.' 	 pelieved that the Federal Bureau of Interview 1 @55:20`-

56:50 Investigation put their agents in a difficult situation when they.sent them to U.S-.Naval 
Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. He was in a situation to observe potential' crinsinal conduct, 
but felt discouraged from complaining about military conduct or reporting questionable 
military condu'ct because it might make the Bureau•look bad, 

Sun 09/15/2002 
.- Wed 
10/30/2002 

I 	 ;advised that Michael E. Di3u.leavy.was in charge of U,S. Naval Base' 
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba white he was there.' 	 !avoided contati with Interview I @57: 9 , 

57:45 ivfichael B. Dunleavy because after meeting him on several occasions, he felt like he 
couldn't trust Won 

Sun 09/15/2002 
- Wed 	. 
10/3 M002 

1 	 'said that it would•have - beenvery difficult fora detairieein an . 
interrogation trailer to 'Incite" other detainees to do anything. But he was not surprised to Interview 1 457:59 - 

58: la 	' hear that this. was the explanation given byl . 	jas to why the detainee had duct 
tape wrapped - around his head. 

Sun 09115/2002' 
— WO 	. 
•10/30/2002 

.xplained his answer to guesrion I8a. of the Office of the Inspector 
General questionnaire as follows: After the incidents that) 	 land Interview 1 @58:22 -v 

S9:42 

, 

labserved with.the military's interrogation:oil 
jconsulted with Bederai Bureau of Investigatioal-IQ and then told! 	1 

d(• 	 that we have to treat the detainees like we would treat any 
other prisoner. in our custody. ::le reminded them-that they are notin the military and that 
they should do things the way the Federal l3ureau ofInvestigat ion normally does things. 

16EUTIE4liso said that if they observed anything unusual that they should report it 
riminal Investigative Task Force commander and the JAG attorneys. 
also gave•his same instruction to the rest of the Federal Bureau of 

b6 Per FBI 
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b6 Per FBI 
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`suspected that whoeverimpersohated the Federal Birreau of 
Investigatron in t ese, circumstances was either thel 	 lor. 
someone from the military. 

11/27t2002 Wheal 	 returned from U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba he and 
were debriefed by his•hen SAC Stephen R. Wiley, and their new nterinew 

- 1:30:25 ASAC Frankie Battle. 1 	 Iliad typed up a page of concerns that he'zaid 
had concerning the Behavioral Analysis Unit's mission at U.S. Nava) 

Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.. The concerns centered an-mild the facts that the Behavioral 
Analysis Unit really didn't have a mission and they were being .put in a dangerous position, 
etc. During this meeting Frankie Battle attempted to interject by saying something to the 
effect of, 'so what you guys are saying is that this getting to be a bad situation?" And 
before Frankie Battle could finish his thought, Stephen R. Wiley. cut him off and said, "No 
were going to support the mission." 

lin ?/2002 'eventually drafted an EC based upon; 	 _J 
'experience atifl. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. Be gave a drat} to Interview I (g 1:29 :55 

- 1:31:49 te:nhen12 %Ley or his approval and before Stephen R. Wiley signed off on it he called 
.n for a meeting. At that meeting' 	 I tot 

tepben R Wit v went throunh the EC point by point and tried to.g . 
o Cliarige 1.'1 i • 	 Irefuset-3 to sub 	five ly alter the BC 'so it 

went out exactly ho 	 MI 	 ad 	eed it should• 
Fri 11/22/2002 

' 

Regarding his e-mail dated 11122/02 . 	 rttica 	ncident Response Group 
Chief-Division Counsel, regarding Federal Bureau of Invest' 	tion A eats partici a 	or Interview 1 @1:3 •7.55 

- 1:42:32; -1:46:55 
1:47:15 

witnessin 	"extraordinary" interrogation teeing nes, and 	 esponse, 
advised that he ran intri 	 ine day in t e 	way and brow 	t up t 	s 

issue wi 	him.1 	 anted to know if there was any written auttionty which • 
allowed the military to engage in these activities, (0 I8029CB 	-lying a 
response aorn I 	 'again e-dialled 	 diming 
that there was no written authority for Federal Bureau of Investigation agents to participate 
or witness these techniques.(0042590) 	 ponce was that his concern 
was with participation not observation. 	 dvised that he was still 
concerned with observation-of these techniques an ' won d have liked some 'clear guidance . 

bb Per FBI 

be Per FBI 
b7C 
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Case: FBI In Military Zones 
Created: 2/24/2009 .12:10;51 I"M 

Date. &jinx • Filet Text 	
„ 	. - 	.- . 

• . r. 	ourc.e a • 
1007/2002 I 	 i advised that when be first arrivedat U.S. Nava•Base Guantanamo finer-view 

- Bay, Cuba during his administrative orientation with the Federal Bureau of 
trkvestigation, he was told that there were."War Crimes" case flies in the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation office. At the time that if we ever "had anything" that was 
potentially a war crime offense, than we. were tosencl a copy of the appropriate 302 to 
that file. This subject came up-later when Agents brought up the issue that detainees 
were telling them of abuse they suffered while in Afghanistan and they (the Agents) 
wanted to know what they should do with the information. The issues were; what 
const 	 ' 	d what-do you,warit-the Agetitatovut Mthe 	at Mmes 

Notes 08/0245 @32:20 
3420 

61e1 	 elieves this discussion took place while! 
waste 	era 	urean o Investigation 08C at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, 
Cuba.  

1007/2002 - 
11/77/2002 

•Special Agent 	 OD with the Federal Bureau of Investigation on interview 
1; 

Interview 1 

Interview 
1; 

interview 1 

69/28/1997. Background in o 	ere._ .17111i130.710.1ta 

g 00:04:00 
(10177/2002 - 

11/77/2002 
Special Ageni 	 said he volunteered to go to U.S.• 	Naval Base 
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba after Houston was told by Federal.Bureau of Investigation 
HQ that the office•eeded to provide a number of SA's.to be assigned to U.S. Naval 

L . 	1 : (1;0MM 

Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.[ 	 Isaid he was also working on a @ 00:05:40 
, matter at the time that related to some of the detainees at U.S. Naval Base 

Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 	' 	 . 

b6 Pec FBI 
b7C 

bE Per FBI 
b7C 



10/77/2002 - 
U/7.7/2002 

° 

said the only criteria for going to U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo nterview 
Bay, Cuba was that you had an SCI clearande, and a passport. 

• 

Notes OF102/05 	1; 
terview 1 

A 00:07:00 
10/77/2002 - Prior to arriving at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay,-Cuba,-S nterview 
11/77/2002 said he did not receive any formal training about working within a 	tary zone, nor o es 	2;. 

did he receive training on Islam or Arab culture" 	 Isaid, it was nterview 1 
recommended to him by someone at Federal Bureau of Investigation - •Q who was - 
coordinating the agents ID? to US. N 	B 	. ci Bay, Cuba that he read 
a book, but he does not recall the title. 	 Id he recalls reading 

(400:07:43 

"Islam for Dummies•, which was inside the. CIF at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo 
 Bav, Cuba.  
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b6 Per FBI 
b7c 

00:09:00 
nterview 

Notes 08/02/05 r 2; 
Interview 1 

6 ou:10:uu 
116 Per FBI. ' 
b7C 

tOft !/2002 	 said he does not remember the name of lus first OSC, but that. 
11/77/2002 I 	was the OSC towards the end of his assignment at U.S. Naval Base 	Notes 08/02/05 

Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.  

nterview 
b6 Per FBI 2

, 

nterview 1 

ionvzoo2 
1 tnmoo2 

Afteranriving at U.S.'Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cub 	 .aid.he 
was given, a tour of where Camp X-Ray-use-to be; the SC ,iiiterView rooms, and the 
computer System '  lines not recall any specific subjects that were . 
covered durin his tour of the base, and there were no discussion on detainee 
treatments° 	 said he did ask the military to tour the inside area 
where the e amees were eing kept so that he could et an understanding  of their 
living conditions before he started interviewing them.' 	 jaid he 
toured the facility with an Army CE) agent he was asSig 	

h

ned to and a translator.  In 
describing the cell block where the detainees were keptd 	  
no one had taken the time to "categorize' the detainees, so there were high and low 
risk detainees all mixed in together' 	 paid the living conditions 
were clean and thells had metal bunks and arrows on the floor pointing to Mecca. 

b.tiid that the detainees were provided with a Koran and beanie. 
caps' 	 fiat said that the detainees had shower and exercise 
fa oilities,1 	 said that what he saw at 1J.S.Naval Base Guantanamo 
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b6 Per FBI 
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b6 Per FBI 
b7C 

Bay,_Cuba-was better than what inmates 	 had when he was a 
. I 	 Paid he stopped-and talked to some of the inmates, 

conditions. and lie di 	any complaints about their living 
1017m002 - - said there was never anything official; 	he was told the military  teiview 
11/72/2002 had ditterent rules than the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 

lit  
was Notes 013/02106 ( 	2; 

told that the Federal Bureau,of Investigation could not lower the temperature to sub 1Interview 1 
zero, can not have the detainees stand on a concrete block or leave the detainee in the (qi 00:15:52 . 
interview room when the interview was overt 	 said the inference 
was that the military could do all that.' IM-Tirriever saw anything 

by the Federal Bureau any writing or was it ever. officially told to 
of Investigation or the military, but he had the impression that the military had more 

, lead way than the-Federal bureau of Investigation. • 
10/7?/2002 - I said be saw the Federal Bureau of investigation-mission at U.S. Interview 
I I/72/2002 Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba for both as a 

intelligence gathering for the military. 
criminal investigation and ... , .. 4: &Atm 6; 

Interview 1 
(4 (H) I i:34 

10/1?12002 - heacribed an incident where be witnessed and then discussed with I 	 nterview 
. 11/77/2002 a Behavioral Analysis Unit agentabou•a high interest detainee that had been Notes 08/02/05 (ej 6-7; 

•separaied and •solated, and we's being Monitored by a camera set up in his cell, which Interview I 
was being displayed or-fed through to a monitor 

ffi administrative office. The Behavioral Analysis Unit 
(qt 00:19:07 at the.Federal.pureau of Investistati!n 

agent told I 
that the.Federal Bureau of Investigation was given 
psych ops on the detainee, which involved to 	' 

special permission to use special 
• • - 	' 	• 	- . • : 	• • .t time 	sleep 

depravation and shutting off hiS water to his cell does•not recall 
1 • i . 11 	• 	1 -  :ehavioral Analysis Unit agent, .0 x wa 	m. I 	or 

(based on the description pievicted b 	 the 
Behavioral Analysis Unit agent was most likely 

• • ,le 	1 -  . - : ' . 	 ' might have been isolatet at or near the o • camp - 	amp X- 
some detainees that were off limits xpla ned that,there were ray 111111111111111111111i 

to t e 	e.era 1 reau o Investigation because the 
.detainee, and this.cletainee was under the control 

military wanted to interview the 
of the milk , 	but the milit 



allowed the Federal Bureau of Investigation to monitor the detainee. 	 
saw no problems with doing a 	psych op on the detainee because the detainee 

w- as no being physically abused, and) 	was given the impression by 
the Behavioral Analysis Unit agent that these techniques had been approved.' 

did not know if the military was also monitoring the detainee from another 
location. 

10/77/2002 
11/77,1002 

lo6tioca - 
11/77/2002 

10/77/2002 - 
1/77/2002 

Nava Base Base Guantapamo Bay, Cuba about what he should do if he saw possible 
	said there was no discussions prior to or When he arrived at U.S. 

mistreatment of detainees. 	 id he assvmed'he would report any 
mistreatment of detainees to the SSA, 	  also stated that anv min  s 
of past abuse needed to be reported and filed as a "war crime'. 

l 	i i 

said he was not told what oanstituted'a "war crime". 
	  aid that there were weekly meetings at the Federal Bureau Of 
Investigation admin offibe where all the Federal l3ureau,of Investigation agents met, 
and then there were weekly meetings in the SOT where all the agencies attended: 
CID, 0SI Feder 	u ea finvestigation and all the other criminal investigative 
agencies. said that during these weekly Meetings with the other 
agencies. e wou ear occasionally frOrtithese other agents abourtethifiques about 
altering the temperature and leaving detainees alone is the interview room for a long 
period of time, standing or sitting on concrete blocks. said if was 
not clear who were using these techniques, but it was made clear that these techniques 
should not be used. 

of Invegigation. agent prior to conducting his brat interview of a detainee 
I 	!explained that each Federal Bureau of Investigation agent were assign 
nertain.reainna and that they would-interview detainees from those home countries. 
	 said he was to be taking over interviews from another Federal 
Bureau of Investigation agent who Was leaving, and' 	kat in will  
this agent on one of the.agenes last interview with a detainee.' 	 'said 
he did not recall the agent's name, but he remembered that the agent was from the 
Sacramento FO and that the a ent was the securi officer ftpr the F0 at the time. 

Maid he did it in•on an interview with another Federal Bureau 

Minrinagarei 
nterview 
2; 

Interview 
@.00:32:15 

}Interview • 
Notes 0002105 @ 
	 Interview I 
@ 00:35:53 

	 Interview 
Notes•08/02105 	Ft; 

nterview 1 
@ 00:40:03 

O 

O 
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----Ic on 	 n only 1 interview prior to conducting 

, 	• 

. 

any Interviews himself 	 as first partnered up with a Army CID 
agent, but-he did not revs 	t e-name of t the agent or if theltarne would be in his 302s_ 

'explained that the Army CID agents - 'were assigned to U.S. Naval - 
Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba for a much longer time than the Federal Bureau of 
LnYestigaiion,agents, and his Army CID partner had been at U.S. Na 	Bo e 
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba for at least a month or two by the tim 
arrived at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba and he stayed beyond 

I time et U.S.Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. After reviewii,r,,i , 

}Awed it appeared that his Army CB) partner was 	 . 
land 	 arae the Federal Bureau of investigat, en agent from 

the Sacramento FO he spoke of earlier. 
LO177/2002 - 
11M/2002 

In response to the Office of the Inspector General questionnaire 	 I 
said he jointly planned detainee interviews or interrogation strategies, o .Jectives, or Notes 013/02/05 

I 	terview 
8; 

tactics with non-FBI personnel, 	 xplained that after he and ArIny terview I 
CM SA' 	 ,,vere. 'one wt 	it or se 	. in 	 the 	th 

• 

. 

. 	• 

would 	ull the files - for the next day's detainees 	 , d 
ould read [Moog ,g1 the inter,viewstblit had ,been done to seeifthere -Were 

i 	tea rluestions,that needed to be asked and create an outline of whe,t they wanted 
to go over with the detainee,' 	 land' 	 Pvauld discuss 
particular problems with detainees, such as: were they cooperative or not; were they 
directly lia,.A. 	it r 	• : • : or were they kids who decided to go up Were as freedom 
i ht r 	 • escri bed an Iranian detainee,I 	 KISN 

who seemed to have some mental stability issues and had been put 
• ,.• . 	.1 	. 	i ..' a because of it, but 	e was mo e cooperative than other detainees. 

said that .de felt that 	 hould not be at U.S. Naval 
: ase 	uantanamo : ay, Cuba, because 	 med to be a regular 

,criminal and bad sone to Afghanistan to make money and partly to get away from tram 
where he had been oharael with murder. In his opinion, SA' 	 'did 

vas not think' 	 • 	- 6 .dy who was an AI Qeida figural 	 I 
'also said that 	 was cooperative when other detainees were not . 

be Per FHT 
b7C 

b6 Per FBI 
b7C 
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SA 	 Woo explained that during that time period they lied not 

' 
8; 

Interview l 

Interview 

umnzl,,I nterview 

segregated the detainees, so some of the high ranking M Qaida folks convince the 
others not to say anything. SAf 	 aid the detainees he interviewed' 
were from Yemen and Iran, but mostly firm Yemen.! 	 said he did 
not interview any Saudi detainees, or does he reca/I interviewingany detainees from  

;e nv other countriet 	 
I 	 laid during theiiptannua 	°lint rvie 	they also discussed 10177/2002 - 

11177/2002 methods of getting the detainees to talk. 	 aid he would talk to the 
detainees about food to get them to talk. 	 aid that the agents were 
allowed to bring the detainees food and water as ong as t e agent not prior approval ® 00:46:10 

. through the Federal Bureau of Invest' 	ion aduala folks.' 	 !said he 
brought some McDonald's food for 	 nce, and for another detainee 
from Yemen who •was talking to 	 be brought a print out off the 

, • ! • 	 0 	. I ;1. 	4`e• Per from his home country to let him know that if he 'worked' with 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII. hey would give him something extra, Other than the incentives, 
• etamees wou . not typically eat their Meals in the interrogation rooms 

aid they would generally liring"the detainee water just to have it, e‘, 
etaume did not ask for it, and if the detainee.askedfor more or something spebial fake 

. coffee or tea and they were being cooperative thee they would bring it in for the 
detainee.] 	 said that this was tytdical.  

I 	 said Criminal Investigative Task Force had a list of detainees that 10•?712002 - 
l l M/2002 the 	edertil Bureau offnves-tigation would be allowed to interview without any 

ptoblems and that there was not any other interest, so they could-interview the 
detainees in any way, over any topic, because it would not interfere with something 
else the military folks was doing. 5prnetirnes detairtee7 would go off this list and 
would be unavailable completely.' 	 Isaid Maths remembers on.a. 

ilf4141!gt.WAlti 2 • 	 . 

nterview I. 
® 00;47:54 

. 

, 

couple occasion be scheduled some detainees and when he showed u p-for the 
interview found out that the detainees were no longer available.' 
said he did not remember the detainees, but that it might be documented in 302s. 

'does not know specifically if the detainees that came 'off' the has 
became back avoula6le, but on a couple of occasions they were told that they-had other 

Par FBI 
b7C 

)06 Per FDT 
b7C 
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detaineeithey could interview now that was not-on the list before.' 

. 

did not consider this as interference with hi s job, but he did understand that 
military was looking for specific intelligence and he could see where the Federal 
Bureau ofInvestigation's interviewing and techniques could interfere with what 
military was trying to do, because the military had a certain "system" that they 

the 

the 
were 
the 

to get the 

trying to use to get the detainees to talk.' 	 "'did not know what 
"system" was, but could understand and me where the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation's interviewing might interfere and disrupt the military's system 
detainees to talk to them.  

tOP2?/2002 - 
11/??/2002 

1 

'd shatthe term "Federal Bureau of Investigation. hold" was 

or 	- 
detained 

recall 
i.1 302, 

7 	interview 
vaguely familiar, but could not tell us what it was. This was not something that Notes 08/02/05 	3 t 

f mplemented or had a detainee put on. L^ 	nterview 1 
@ 00:49:53 

I 	 nterview 10/77/2002 - 
I In?/2002 

' 

intavvered questiOn 29 of the Office of the Inspector General 
questionnaire that an Iraqi detainee mold iiim about being deprived of sleep, 
interrupting sleep by frequent cell relocations or other me 	ods while being 

Notes 08/02/05 ( 	3-4; 
merview 1 

in Afghanistan by interviewers there, 	 said that he does not (e0 00:30:26; 
rthe rletairs name  r number, but.the 	alar s of 'mute/view is documented 
I 	 • " drowna 302 of an interview ofl 	 ' 

1 .er  

the  

dated I I/13/2002f 	1 and confronted that this was the 302 and detainee 
described in iiis response to question 29 of the Office of the Inspector General 

 questionnaire! 	 'explained that 	 'arrived 
to U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba from Afghanistan, and then was 
interviewed by a team that consisted of a military intelligence officer and an 
Bureau ofInvestigation agent. This system of "preliminary interviews" was 
determine who these detainees were, where the detainees should go, and w,. 

Federal. 
a way•to 

, • 	I IM he interviewinR„ them [ 	 aid that his military partner was 
gid be-did not have the resources to 

file, 
sometime 

investigate the detainee's 	 ns in 	this is why he put the 302 into a "war crime" 
because 	 understanding was that it "would be looked at 

	  in the future" and "leads" would be sent out to agents wOrking,in the field where 

b6 Per FBI 
biC 

tat Per Far. 
b7C 
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10/77/2002 - 
11/77/2002 

incidents occurred. S • 	 d 	 War detainee's 
claims were ever looked into by other agents. SA 	 explained that  
he extracted the information front the interviews t at 	ea t spec; c 	y with the "war  crime" and only put that information into a separate 302 that was then put into the  
"war crime' file. SAI 	 $Iso believed that the "wc" designation 
w',:' i 	: r 	• 1 	li ler indicates that it is a."war crime" file, 
111111111111111111111111: aswered question 37 (requiring a detainee to maintain, or nterview 
restraining a .e . nee in, a stressfit I or painful position) of the Office of the Inspector 

" General questionnaire that a detainee told him. Mai this conduct had occurred to him in 
Notes 08102/05 

ntetview I 
Afi.. an, t• 	 .escribed in detail the detainee's statement in a 302 (3.00:59:47 

• 

• 

• 
a w 	c 	1.t 4 . arnee described being required to stand, or kneel, with 

his hands and arms over his head for 	' 	admit to his interrogators 
having connections to Al Qaeda, SA 	 said the detainee did not ever 
describe any physical abuse or ever being 	eaten, it was all techniques of sleep 	. 
de ravatibn or weakenin: the bad 	and muscles. 

1 on 7/2002 - 
11/71/2002 

: nsweied question 43 (subjecting a detainee•to extremely cold or Interview 
o room empera 	res for extended periods) that others who observed this conduct Notes 08/02/05' • 

described it to him. In his.survey.response(433"); SA 'Slated that erview l.  
"Criminal Investigative TasicForce administrative personnel advised all Criminal 
Investigetilie Task Force interviewers that this sort of conduct had occurred and that it 
was not aa acceptable practice.", but Criminal Investigative Task POICe did not. stale 

(dt01:01:20 

who was involved in this conduct, or exactly when it occurred.' 	 Idid: 
not pedonally observed the conduct, »or did any one ever tell Win that the conduct 
was employed on a detainee 	 iexplained that the agents would turn 
dawn the temperature so that they could be comfortable, and because•the detainees 
were coming into the. interview rooms from very warm irrIpefatures il Al lain s

I 
em 

really cold to them, where as the agents felt comfortable. 
described the detainees were warring the light prisoner garbs ands! tppers where the 
agents were a little more clothed and had not been subjected to days of warmth.  

nswered question 45 (subjecting a detainee to brig,ht flashing 10/77/2042 - 
11/V?/2002 

Interview 
i 	is or ar 	ass of the Office of the - Inspector Generakquestionnaire that others who ,  Notes 08/02/05 •• 
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observed this conduct described it to him. In his response, 5AL 
	 I  	 Interview '1 

Stared that he did not know the name or number of the detainee. 	 1 : 	: 
also identified the detainee as "a detainee with potentially value 31e information, who 
was being housed in a separate location trots the main camp where detainees were 
bele, andthe detainee "was being monitored by CCTV from the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation adraie4strative office." 	 response identified the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation and government a en 	ies as the person(s) who 
treated the detainee(s) in this manner, and 	 stated that the "Federal 
Bureau of Investigation profilers who we 	on-s, 	0 me described these 
psychological techniques which ha.. ,... • .. • • 	• • 	• 	use soften tam up for 
interviewing). As discussed earlier 	 stated that it was not 'flashing 	. 

. lights, but as it was described to 11111.111111111111.y a Behaviorai Analysis Unit 
agent, that it was the changing o 	,Il e pa ern o t c ights.1 	 lwa he 
did dot see the change in light pattern, he was only told by the Behavioral Analysis 
Unit aent that this was being conducted, 

10/77/2002 - I 	 nswered question 46 . (isolating.a detainee for an extended period) IlInterview 
11/77/2002 of the Office of the inspeztor General questionnaire that others who observed this 

conduct described it to him. The detail of theennduct is,describcd i 	' 	to 
n'etion 45, whiehi 	i s discussed in Ihe previous CaseMap entry. SA 

, mites kiwi., 	v.,  it7 
ImervieW I • 

@ 01:04:58 
leo clarified his written statement to reflect that there was also isolation'ceAls 

were , e rest of the detainees were for disciplinary use'nd for detainees with mental 
•robl erns which 	 believes was near the old cam. Cam. Xra 

10/77/2002 - At the tune SA 	 was at U.S. Naval Base Cruantatta o Be 	Cu a ntervtew 
11n7/2002 there was I large area where all the detainees Were housed, SA R t f17,(1 	; 

recalls that within the large area, there were construction on more 	°using units an 
that the detainees were in the process of being segregated. 

nterview I 
p 01:05:41 .  

I0/77/2002 - SAI 	 'described concluding Ilia interviews in mobile. borne units Interview 
1.07/2002 where it was broken up into interview rooms with attached observation rooms on Notes 08/02/5.5 @ ; 

either side of the unit with a hail* way down the middle. SA 	 also Interview 1 
stated that when the Feddal Bureau of Investigation was not using,the trailers, the (4 01:06:48 
military would lose theriLM 	 i said the trailers Were designated as 

Pe r FBI 
b1C 
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'brown" and "orange' trailer aid that there was a 1 way mi rror  
between the interview room an 	r •-'—j'lrvam room with a tv monitor. SA1 

'explained that the 1 way mirrors did not work welt becauie the detainees 
could see who was in the observation room, so they had to keep.the blinds down on 
the mirror so that the detainee dould•ot seeintothe observation room. 

10/77/2002 e 
l i/??/2002. 

SA 	 janswered "yes" to question 70 (during any of your overseas ,..... I 	 Interview 
dep oyments or assignments, did you report any concerns regarding any detainee 
interview or interrogation practices, or other types of detainee treatment, .to an Federal 

INntre Niirl')/(15  
i 	katenview I. [ 

Bureau. of Investigation supervisor?). S.,ej 	 lconcere.s were discussed ® 01:08:40 
in previous CaseMap entries relating to I 	 and the "war 
crime" files. 

10/??/2002 - 
I. li??/2002 

SAl 	 (said he was not "debriefed" when return from. his MY at U.S. 
Base ou 

 nterview 
Naval 	 ase 	antanamo Bay, Cuba.' 	 Jsaid the reason he might _ Notes 08 02J05 	• 
have-net been debriefed after returning from U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba 
was because it was understood that "a lot of stuff going on there was SCI", and  

nterview 1. 
1.11..Uv.10  

said he did not bring any of his reports beck because he did not 
want to violate any policy. Other than admieistrative matters, SAr 	 1 
said "there was not an 	in de. th.debriefinL" fromitis Co 'us Chesti field office. 

101??/2002 - 
11/T2/260'2 

. 
' 

• 

Itra:risionseio in Inspections Division - FBI email (Office of the Inspectdr General t 	terview• 	. 
Batesk 010684) regarding observation of aggressive techniques, SAI 	 I Notes 08/02/05 	' 

1 described the following incident: 'A military interrogator I 	-___J nterview I. 
and 1 were interviewing a new arrival' 	 lat U.S. Naval ® 01.11'11 

. 

. 

, 

Bast Guantanamo Bay, Cuba during the evening hour.Whett we heard what sounded 
like thunder. After hearing several 'thunderclaps' we stepped outside the interview 
room to take a break and see if the weather had made a drastic change from the clear 
skies we had witnessed prior to the start of our i rearview. As we'ivalked:do we the 
hallway of the temporary building where the interview rooms were located, I glanced 
in an open doorway where I saw at least two individuals dressed inBDUs standing  
and en inmate kneeling on the floor with his forehead on the ground. The inmate was 
bolding his nose and ,crying. There'was a •small amount of blood on the floor near the 
i nmate's face. I askedtheBDU-clad personnel what had happened. They explained 

b6 Per FBI 
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that the inmate had'become upset with them and threw himself to the 'floor. (I had. 
heard previously that one of' the female military personnel would we her hands and 	- 
touch the inmates es pert of their-psych-taps to make the inmates feel 'unclean' and 

, upset them) The inmates nose appeared to be bleeding. One of the military personnel 
left the room to retrieve a medical kit for the inmate. t saw nothing.else to contradict 
the military personnel's explanation of events," 

1.0/17,2002 - 
1li7t/2002 

• 

SAI 	 (recalled that he and 	 Ivere interni _interview 
i 	 kit the time, and the Major was with them assessing Notes 08102/05 

1 At some point, L 	isaid he heard noises an 	assum terview 1 
it was ram and decided to take a break from the interview to check it out. As SA 1:4101:114 

• . 

was walking down the hallway there was an open door to one of 
the interview rooms whyre hejaw a counle•pf folks in BDI3s and a detainee on his 
knees and moaning. SA1 	 lasked what had happened, and was told 
that the detainee had gotten upset and OrpwilimaeLfo4to  the floor and that they were 
calling for medical assistance. SAI 	 keened that there was a "small 
amount" of blood on the floor, but could not remember if he saw the detainee bleeding 
from his nose or if someone had told him that.' 	 (said that the Major 
was there and he.started to question the people in the rooml riLt aid. 
he atsuraeLtielvlaior was handling the situation, so be proceed to leave the t 	' et. 
SAI 	 (summarized his observation as: "1 didn't see anything; I heard 
some noise; I saw a detainee on the floor-with whet I think might have 	• 
bleed with' an explanation that he bad thrown himself on the floor." SA 

said that the explanation did not seam unusual, especially after having been at 
.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba for a month and a litillauld seeing the 

jet...line es' heliavitir 
1 0/?7/2002 - 
11/774002 

' SA I 	 described a rumor that he had heard about a black female }Intesview 
military interrogator touching detainees as a technique. By touching the detainees, the 
detainees would 	el that they were "}mclean" to prey because they had been touched 

Notes 08/02/05 Cud 
Interview I 

by a female. SAI 	 [does not know if a female military interrogator @ 01;1436 
w s in the roonasnj if 'his tccianigue was used on the detainee. 

10/77/2002 -  Sh 	 said lie did not recall if he had a follow up conversation with Interview 
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11/22/2002 Mainr aho»t th; incident with the detainee who was bleeding. At the time, NM at ilFtli12/0c I. ; re 
said that it 	- jiitary • eite 	d if it was going to be handled, 'Interview 1 

it would be handled by him. SA 	 ellevecl the ex ,lanation to be .@ 01:19:29 
• CU 	d he did not see any evi ecce o 	erwise to contradict it. SA 

said that the miluaty folks in the room did seem to be agitated nor was anyone 

10192/2002 - 
redstraillina a military Personnel back from the detainee, 
S 	 said he did not report to his SSA the incident he saw where a Interview 

unvzoo2 detainee was on, the nor moaning and bleeding,•because he did not•"feel that it was 
an • 	 the Major was doing some sort of "superficial investigation." 

Notes 08/02/05 
Interview l 

SA 	 alsp•stated tItathe did not document the incident br tell anyone (4).01:22:28 
else about the incident•' 	 aid if he saw this as an issue, he would• 
have brought  it to his SSks [mention and he would have documented 

lOn7/2002 - SA1 	 !was asked to review a 302 of a detainee that had complained I interview 
11/77/2002 he had not rereivPd, the required inedical attention for his amputated leg. MUT SA 

'reviewed his 302, he recalled that . the detainee had not been 
Notes 08/02/05 

nterview I 
following-the doctors or 	 g on the-wound and that is why it was 

• not healing properly. SA 	 elieved it was a way for the detainee to 
;et out of being interviewed. y, the agents. 

10/q?/2002 '-. :IA 	 relieve that the technique of a female wettin 	her hands and n erview 
11/77/2002 I 	*: a. 'e • nee to tuake•[im "unclean" is not abusive of torture Notes 08/02/05 

believes it makes use of their culture and their way of thinking  to e ' nterview 1 
	  letamees train of thought and to stop their technique of avoiding interviews. @ 01:40:40 
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•.• . . 	.. 	. 	.— . 	. 
Tue 08/12/2003 
- Thu 
09/25/2003 

was told the she is being interviewed as a witness, that she is not a subject, and 
a ..t 	t 	e intetview ass 	follow up to her questionnaire. erview 	Q 

00.50 
Tue 08/12/2003 said that the U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba mission was emerging and 
- Thu there was guidance available in terms of a structured training program, they used more of a terview 	t 
09/25/2003 reentering model than :formal trai' 	In her opinion that is appropriate for U.S. Naval Base 04:00 

Guantanamo Bay, Cuba at that time. 	 said that the people she dealt with were 
ac 	itile. 	• 	• 

Tue 08/12/2003 	 'd that the process at the nine of her reporting.fordirty at U.S, Naval BaSe 
- Thu , 	an Immo. ay, Cuba, 	- 	• 	eats tears OP -With agents who had been there for a Interview, 1 e 
09/25/2003 period of time 	This is .how 	 ne •  what techniques she could and could not 05;20 

em lo . Later in the interview 	 stated that her mentor was SA Chris LNLY. 
Tue 08/12/2003 said that the guidance she received was that, 'we are FederalBureau of 
- Thu Investigation agents no matter where we go, so we have'policies in place and there are things Interview I. 
09/25/2003 that we do, and things we don't do, and the rules were no different.on U.S. Naval Base 06:30 

GuantanamoBay, Cuba in terms of what we could do and what we couldn't do." I 
said that no one specifically used those words, ratheeit was soinething -she picked up trona use 
Milieu from the operation at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

Tui 08/12/2003 laid that the agents she was teamed with didn't address the U.S. N 
- Thu Guantanamo Bay, Cu ba•policies more that what she Would receive in the states. Interview 1 @ 
09/25/2003 07:40' 	• said that a non supervisory SA had supervisory•responsibilities and gave her recommen a tons 

on dealing with circumstances that shel wouldn't run into in the states. 
, Tue 0S/12/2003 , !said that the 45 day detail should have been longer and 	 elieves • 

of 

O 
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Behavioral Analysis Unit 
says that the orientation 
interview techniques one 

folio who were there on the island. 9;55 
dealt mostly with cultural differences and rapport based 

could use to overcome those issues. ' 
Thu 01/02/2003 
- Sun 
02113/2005 

dvised that she arrived at U.S. Naval base Guantanamo Bay, 
03 for a 45 day tdy. The First 30 days of thetdy she was the 
and the last'two weeks she was an Interviewing Agent 

u a on anuary 
Administrative Agent. 

Interview 1 Q4:30'-
5:00 

Thu 01/02/2003 
-Sup 
02/13/2005 

1 advised that she conducted about a dozen interviews white at 
Bay, Cuba. 

' 
1./.. Naval Base Guantanamo Interview 1(g21;a3:- . 

21:55 
Thu 01/02/2003 
-- Sun 
02/13/2005 

3rlvised that s e l ,--: 	+-. 	m: 1: 	• 	a 	J: 	: : • - 	antanamo 
Bay, Cuba case agent, 
from the general detainee 
were reseIN r■nnee-ntre6nsr•nn- 

that 	 removed i  Interview 1 	7:50 
30:45 popular'. . , ,., 	111111FIRM 	. . .1r1711171111=11 	.. 

him 

Thu 01/02/2003 
•- Sun 
02/13/2005 ' 

. 	.., 

. 	. 

vis 	tat one o 	e :etainees vi.:o site interviewed while at 
U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba had a large gash on his head. 

it was large aid it did not have a bandage on it! -1s 	I he . 

nterview. 	M. 	.. 
})oticed it b/c 38:0Q  ie 

WOund, and he-said that he.got-it froin haVing the goggles. 
from Afghanisean te.U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo. 

d.etainee-how he,receivedtbie 
put on his head for the-plane.ride 
Ba Cuba. The detainee 

did request 
was not•complaioing about thewound ands 

medical attention for the detainee. I 	 said 
•thatit appeared the detainee was receiving some kind of medical care for the wound, 
but that it wasn't healin 	ro erl . 

Thu .01/02/2003 
- Sue 

. 0211312005 

Although 	 nswered the question regarding prolonged shackling.. 
in a positive manner, 
not shackled. in some 
sometirhes took many 
shackles heirs used' te 

w a she was referring towaa that detainees weremore often than 
fashion dinino the comse of ilielligence interviews, which 	' 
hours.' 	 id not observe or hear about 

Interview 1 (V8:05 -
41:00 

I. 

coerce detainees to cooperate in interviews, 	 .  
advised that on at least one occasion she was told that the 

Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba had been reduced by 2 
had been removed from the general population at U.S. 

Thu 01/02/2003 I 
- Sun 
02/13/2005 

detainee population at -U.S. 
due to the' fact that 2 detainees 

-Interview 1 OS14:43 - 
57:10 
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before she knew it it was over. 	 isaidsliedidn't have time to leave 
the room.' 	 not report this incident to any of her Federal 
Bureau of Investigation supervisors, either'  
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